















About the cover: Wildlife artist John B. Tynor of Sandwich has created this
Town of Holderness seal. He was commissioned by the Holderness Conservation
Commission and completed the work at no charge to the town. The original
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PROCEDURE OF THE HOLDERNESS TOWN MEETING — MARCH 9, 1971
At a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of Holderness, qualified
to vate in town affairs, and held in the Town House of said Holderness, March
9, 1971 at ten o'clock in the forenoon, the following business was transacted.
The Ballot Clerks being in position, the meeting was called to order by the
Moderator at ten o'clock in the fcrenoon. The complete warrant was read
by the moderator and the polls were declared open for Article 1 until 6:00 P. M.
The results of Article 1 as follows:
Total ballots cast — 336 Names on Checklist — 685
Town Clerk — Corinne M. Cripps
Tcwn Treasurer — Richard L. Gordon
Selectman for three years — Malcolm Taylor, Sr.
Tax Collector — Bernice E. Shields
Library Trustee for three years —Barbara Currier
Overseer of Town Welfare — Laura M. Heath
Superintendent of Cemeteries — Walter L. Greenleaf
Trustee of Trust Funds — C. James Ayer
Fire Wards — Lawrence P. Welch, Lloyd 0. Perkins, Clifton Hawkins
Constable — George A. Plant
The Polls were closed at 6:00 P. M.
Barbara Currier announced that she is already serving an unexpired term as
a Library Trustee. Kathryn Beij and Evangeline Dana were next in line with
four votes each. Kathryn Beij withdrew and Evangeline Dana is Library
Trustee.
The business meeting was called to order at 7:30 P. M. by Moderator Carlton
L. Eisner, who read the results of Article 1.
Article 2 - Motion made and seconded to accept all reports of Town Com-
mittees as printed in the Town Report. Vote in affirmative.
Article 3 - Motion made and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of
$255.00 for Memorial Day to be used under the auspices of Arthur W. Forbes.
Vote in affirmative.
Article 4 - Motion made and seconded to raise and appropirate the sum of
$500.00 for the Sceva Speare Memorial Hospital. Vote in affirmative.
Article 5 - Motion made and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of
$200 for the Town Health Fund. Vote in affirmative.
Article 6 - Motion made and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of
$482.00 for the Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency. Vote in affirmative.
Article 7 - Voted to kill article 7 and raise no monies for the Lakes Region
Mental Health Clinic.
Article 8 - Motion made and seconded to amend article 8 to increase amount
raised and appropriated as compensation to Ethel Piper for services rendered
by 10% to make amount raised and appropriated $401.50. Vote in affirmative.
Article 9. - Motion made and seco-nded to raise and appropriate the sum of
$100.00 for use by the Town Conservation Commission. Vote in affirmative.
&
Article 10 - Motion made and seconded to discuss the Budget on item basis.
Vote in affirmative with the following changes:
Moved and seconded to deduct the $600.00 for Election and Registration
expenses as the checklists do not need to be revised until 1974. Vctc in
affirmative.
Moved and seconded to increase the $7600.00 for Police Department to
$13,900.00. Vote in affirmative.
Moved and seconded to increase the $6800.00 for Fire Department to
include $1700.00 for Mutual Aid. Vote in affirmative to. raise and ap-
propriate $8500.00 for Fire Dept.
It was voted to remove the $100.00 from the Budget for Moth extermina-
tion and care of trees.
Moved and seconded to remove the $400.00 from the Budget fo-r Planning
and Zoning. Vote in affirmative.
Selectmen explained the budget to include seven ambulance trips at $45.00
each under Health Dept. |315 for ambulance, $200.00 far Town Health
$492.00 Pemi-Baker Home Health and $500.00 for Sceva Speare Memorial
Hospital making total of $1497.00 far Health. Accepted by voters.
Moved and seconded to raise the General expenses of Highway Dept.
$1000.00 to help on repairs to the town grader. Making amount $5800.00
Vote in affirmative.
Ethel Piper fund increased from $365.00 to 401.50 as in Art. 8.
Voted to accept remainder of Budget as printed.
Total expenditures as amended — $95,474.47.
Article 11 - Moved and seconded to amend Art. 11 to read - "To see if the
Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to make application for and
accept any and all Grants or offers far municipal planning purposes which
may now or thereafter be forthcoming from the State of New Hampshire and/
or the United States PROVIDING NO MATCHING FUNDS BE REQUIRED
BY THE TOWN." Vote in affirmative.
Article 12 - Maved and seconded to authorize the Selectmen to convey any
real estate obtained by Tax Collector's deed and execute any deed or deeds
thereof in the name of the town. Vote in affirmative.
Article 13 - Moved and seconded to authorize the Selectmen to borrow in
anticipatian of taxes. Vote in affirmative.
Article 14 - Moved and seconded to table Art. 14 until March 1972 meeting
regarding Municipal sign and billboard ordinance. Vote in affirmative.
Article 15 - Motion made and seconded to. amend Art. 15 as follows:
"To see if the Town will vote to provide that no person, shall, at the same
time, hold the office of Selectman and head of any Police Department, member
of any Police Department, or head of the Fire Department." Vote in the
affirmative.
Article 16 - Ambulance service taken care of in Art. of Budget ($315.00)
Article 17 - Other business -
Moved and seconded that the Town give a vot€ of thanks to Edward L. Noyes, Jr.
for his three years as Selectman. This was given unanimously.
Motion made and seconded to adjourn at 12:20 A. M. Vote in affirmative.
A TRUE RECORD: ATTEST
Corinne M. Cripps
Holderness Town Clerk
HOLDERNESS TOWN WARRANT — 1972
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF HOLDERNESS IN THE
COUNTY OF GRAFTON AND STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, QUALIFIED
TO VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS:
You are ^hereby notified to meet at the Town House in said Holderness on
Tuesday, the seventh day of March next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at which
time the polls shall be opened and shall close not earlier than six o'clock in the
afternoon, to act upon the following subjects, the third and subsequent articles
to be acted upon commencing at seven-thirty o'clock in the afternoon of
said day:
Article 1. To choose all necessary town officers.
Article 2. To take the sense of the qualified voters whether the amend-
ments of the Constitution proposed by the 1971 session of the General Court
shall be approved.
Article 3. To accept the reports of all town officers.
Article 4. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $401.50 as compensation to Ethel Piper for services rendered.
Article 5. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $200.00 for participation in the Lakes Region Association, the money to be
spent for the purpose of publicizing and promoting the natural advantages of
the town, in cooperation with other towns in the Lakes Region.
Article 6. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $200.00 for support of the New Hampshire Humane Society.
Article 7. To see if the town will vote to approve the sum of $500.00 as
compensation for a health officer to be matched by a like sum to be contributed
by Squam Lakes Association.
Article 8. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $500.00 for the Sceva Speare Hospital.
Article 9. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $485.00 for the Pemi-Baker Health Agency.
Article 10. To see if the town will vote to abolish the Zoning Commission
and Planning Board and repeal any and all regulations and ordinances promul-
gated by said Commission and Board whether or not the same have been ap-
proved by the town. (Inserted by petition.)
Article 11. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $150.00 for the Planning Board.
Article 12. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Planning Board:
a. To apply to the office of State Planning for Holderness
to be transferred from the Pemigewasset Region to the
Lakes Region as authorized by RSA 36:45 and in the event
of affirmative action, Holderness shall thereupon become
a member of the Lakes Region Regional Planning Com-
mission under RSA 36:46 II.
b. To expend in its discretion the unexpended balance of the
$5,000.00 appropriated in 1969 and 1970 as the Town's
share under the Federal 701 Program (since discontinued)
for a comprehensive master plan for the town, said funds
not to be expended for routine operatinig expenses but may
be expended to defray the Town's share of participation
in the Lakes Region Regional Planning Commission and
for other expenses incurred by the Planning Board in the
performance of its official duties.
Article 13. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $250.00 to be matched by the Ford Foundation and /or any private or public
source for the purpose of supporting investigation into solid waste disposal
problems, and to authorize the acceptance and expenditure of these funds by
the Conservation Commission.
Article 14. To see if the town will vote to adopt as its official emblem
the artist's replica appearing on the cover of the 1971 Annual Report.
Article 15. To see if the town will vote to establish a Regional Refuse
Disposal Planning Committee in accordance with RSA 53-B:l, said Committee
to consist of three members to be appointed by the moderator not more than
thirty days following the annual meeting.
Article 16. To see if the town will vote to approve a change in location
from the Town House to the Holderness Central School for all future elections
and town meetings.
Article 17. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
accept for use as a town road a warranty deed to the town of that portion of
Hob Nob Lane, so-called, 40 feet in width, as shown on a, plan entitled "Heritage
Hill, Town of Holderness, New Hampsihire, D. Miller, Surveyor, May 1965" filed
in Grafton County Registry of Deeds, Book 1021, Page 71, that has been im-
proved for vehicular traffic, commencing at the Heritage Hill Road, so-called,
and extending therefrom in an easterly direction 1,000 feet, more or less, to
the power line right of way. (Inserted by petition.)
Article 18. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow in anticipation of taxes.
Article 19. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to con-
vey any real estate obtained by Tax Collector's Deed and execute any deed or
deeds thereof in the name of the town.
Article 20. To see if the town will vote to make any alterations in the
amount of money required to be raised and appropriated for the ensuine year
for the support of the town, as recommended by the Budget Committee in its
report, to raise and appropriate all sums so determined, and to pass any other
vote relating thereto.
Article 21. To transact any other business that may legally come before
the meeting.
Given under our hands this 14th day of February, in the year of our Lord
Nineteen hundred and seventy-two.
NORMAN P. SMITH, JR.
MERLOND E. McLOUD, Sr.
MALCOLM TAYLOR, Sr.
Selectmen of Holderness
A true copy. Attest:
NORMAN P. SMITH, JR.




BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF HOLDERNESS
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year
January 1, 1972 to December 31, 1972
Compared with




Interest and Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Meals and Rooms Tax
From Local Sources:
Dog Licenses
Bus. Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees
Interest Received on Taxes
Income of Departments:
Highway, incl. Rental of Equipment
Plowing Howe Rd., Ashland
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Ambulance Remittances
Reim,b. a-c Business Profits Tax
From, Local Sources Other Than Prop.
Resident Taxes Retained














































TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES







Election & Reg. Expenses
Exp. Town Hall & Other Town Bldgs









$ 5,200.00 $ 5,303.17 $ 5.500.00
4,500.00 5,280.48 5,400.00
600.00 428.80 1,000.00
. 500.00 597.27 600.00
1,350.00 1,501.47 1,600.00
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police Department 13,900.00 12,296.81 13,000.00
Fire Department 8,500.00 8,380.00 8,500.00
'Moth Exterm.—Blister Rust & Care of Trees ' 50.00
Insurance 1,350.00 1,386.70 1,650.00
Planning and Zoning ($1.00)
Damage by Dogs 200.00 200.00
Damages & Legal Expenses 800.00 326.44 800.00
Civil Defense 250.00 146.52 250.00
Health:
Health Dept., Incl. Hospitals & Amb. 1,497.00 1,805.00 2,500.00
Vital Statistics 100.00 32.25 100.00
Town Dump & Garbage Removal 2,800.00 2,662.65 2,800.00
Highways & Bridges:
Town Maint.—Summer 12,500.00 9,791.36 13,500.00
Town Maint.—Winter 19,000.00 25,814.45 20,000.00
Street Lighting 1,200.00 1,250.90 1,200.00
Gen. Expenses of Highway Dept. 5,800.00 6,704.25 3,900.00
Town Road Aid 684.32 598.78 596.93
Libraries 2,300.00 2,300.00 2,600.00
Public Welfare:
Town Poor 1,700.00 893.62 1,500.00
Old Age Assistance 2,200.00 3,709.91 3,500.00
Aid to Perm. & Totally Disabled 800.00 922.35 900.00
Patriotic Purposes:
Memorial Day & Veterans' Associations 255.00 255.00 255.00
Recreation:
Parks & Playground, Incl. Band Concerts 886.65 375.00 900.00
Public Service Enterprises:
Conservation Comm. 100.00 100.00 350.00
N. H. Humane Society 1.00
Cemeteries 600.00 600.00 600.00
Ethel Piper Fund 401.50 401.50 401.50
Advertising & Reg. Assn. 201.00
Debt Service:
Interest on Debt:
Contemporary Loans 500.00 1,468.75 900.00
On Long Term Notes & Bonds 1,575.00
Capital Outlay:
Town Construction 5,000.00 5,463.15 7,000.00
New Equipment 1,500.00
Payment on Principal Long Term Notes 3,500.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $ 95,474.47 $108,979.43





















DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES:




B. Shields, Salary & Fees
N. Smith, Jr., Salary
M. Taylor, Jr., Salary
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES
Brown & Saltmarsh, Fo.rms
C. Cripps, Expenses
Clay's Newsstand, Clerical Supplies
B. Fortier, Probate Reg.
L. Heath, Expenses
Homestead Press, Clerical Supplies
Interstate 93 Mach., Office Equip.
Intertec Publ., Boat & Trailer Guides
M. E. McLoud, Expenses
Mtn. Media, Reports & Permits
N. H. Mun. Assoc, Dues
N. H. Assessors Assoc, Dues
N. H. Clerks Assoc, Dues
N. H., State of. Audit, Reports, Statures
Postmaster, Postage & Box Rent
C. Rogers Co., Repair Adder
H. Sargent, Bookkeeping
B. Shields, Clerical Work
Tax Coll. Assoc, Dues
M. Taylor, Jr., Postage
W. Thompson, Accounting
Wheeler & Clark, Forms





A. Fo.rbes, Supv. Salary
J. Greenleaf, Supv. Salary
L. Heath, Ballot Clerk
P. Needham, Supv. Salary
Mtn. Media, Ballots
B. Shields, Ballot Clerk









































TOWN HALL & OTHER BUILDINGS:
W. Danforth, Labor 42.00
H. Heath, Repairs 24.38
N. E. Tel., Telephone 164.65
N. H. Elec. Coop., Electricity 249.24
R. H. Smith Co., Chemicals 82.00
Squam Boats, Chemicals 35.00
POLICE DEPARTMENT:
Ashland Esso, Repairs 42.70
Ashland Pharmacy, Tapes 15.00
Ayer Insurance, Insurance 740.00
R. Calley, Police Work 1,160.00
Floyds o.f Manchester, Clothing 59.80
Gulf Oil Corp., Fuel, Oil 418.05
3-M Co., Copier 112.00
M. E. McLoud, Police Work 394.00
Lakes Region Toyota, Cruiser 850.00
North East Comm., Repairs 9.05
Newshire Forms, Forms 4i^.90
Norms Gulf, Tires 129.87
F. E. O'Do-nnell, Switch Radio 40.00
E. Noyes, Police Work 26.25
N. E. Tel., Tel. Service 145.23
G. A. Plant, Police Work & Exp. 7,678.11
Scien. Det. Dev., Cruiser Equipment 384.60
Smith, Piper Co., Film 8.25
Town of Plymouth, Police Work 30.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT:
Karry Heath, Treasurer 8,380.00
RETIREMENT & SOCIAL SECURITY:
N. H. Retirement 216.00
Treasurer, State of N. H. 1,285.47
INSURANCE:
Ayer Insurance Agency 1,386.70
CIVIL DEFENSE:
Bi-Rite, Equipment 108.62




Dr. Bricker, Prof. Serv. 20.00
Pemi Baker Home Health 482.00
P.T.A. Health Fund 200.00
Sceva Speare Hospital 500.00
Town of Plymouth, Ambulance 603.00
DUMP:
W. Danforth, Labor 752.50
R. Thornton Downes, equip. 262.50
R. Melanson, Labor 105.45
Merrimack, D-Con 11.00
Mtn. Media, Permits 18.00
F. Murdock, Rubbish Rem. 75.00
G. Russell, Labor 1,106.10
J. 0. Thom.pson, Equipment 55.00
L. M. Thompson, Labor 201.10
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SUMMER:
N. H. Bituminous, Oil 1,196.38
J. Bourne, Mowing 375.00
R. Bushaw, Labor 119.00
Campton Sand & Gravel, Materials 119.89
G. Cass, Labor 98.00
E. Coffee, Labor 99.00
W. Danforth, Labor 56.00
Lumbertown, Materials 42.00
R. Melanson, Labor 1,355.50
E. Noyes, Equipment Rental 351.00
Paquette Paving, Materials 1,302.56
B. Smith, Labor 72.00
D. Taylor, Labor 261.13
L. M. Thompson, Labor & Rentals 4,143.90
C. Winton, Jr., Labor 180.00
WINTER:
R. Bushaw, Labor 13.60
Campton Sand & Gravel, Material 111.56
G. Cass, Labor 1,526.35
E. Chamberlain, BloSno Bridge 125.00
W. Danforth, Labor 267.75
R. Gordon, Plowing 246.00
C. Howe, Gravel 399.50
Int. Salt, Salt 1,616.78
M. E. McLoud, Plowing 13,328.38
R. Melanson, Labor 447.45
Paquette Paving, Materials 986.10
E. Noyes, Equipment Rentals 250.00
D. Taylor, Labor 231.00
J. 0. Thompson, Equipment Rental 88.00
L. M. Thompson, Wages & Equipment 5,838.15
C. Winton, Jr., Labor 239.63
T.R.A.:
State of N. H. 598.78
N. H. Electric Coo-perative, Traffic Lights 132.28
N. H. Electric Cooperative, Inc. 1,250.90
GENERAL EXPENSE HIGHWAY DEFT.:
Barrett Equipment, Parts 8.96
Brooks Auto, Supplies 45.05
Chadwick Baross, Repairs 2,906.21
Cities Service, Fuel 461.94
R. Thornton Downes, Frame Removal 191.25
Gulf Oil Corp., Fuel 172.16
G. & J. Precision, Repairs 629.00
R. C. Hazelton, Parts 554.52
Merrimack Farmers, Supplies 6.01
M. E. McLoud, Frames Istalled 257.09
McCormack Motors, Repairs 108.40
Laconia Awning, Repairs 17.50
N. H. Electric Coo.perative, Traffic Light 132.28
N. H. Explosives, Parts 131.30
Norm's Gulf, Tires, Etc. 714.28
Puccetti's Hardware, Supplies 43.67
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Ross Express, Frt. on Parts 6.69
Royea's Auto, Repairs 8.00
Sanel Auto, Supplies 24.48
Smith Piper Co., Supplies 7.74
Texaco, Oil 57.90
C. B. Titus, Fuel 240.53
G. A. Thompson, Signs 20.00




Ashland Pharmacy, Case #10 218.35
Ashland, Town of, Frt. o.n Surplus 48.71
E. Curri-er, Case #9 60.00
Durgin Oil, Case #11 30.36
Farleys, Case #11 10.00
First National Stores, Case #11 50.00
Meredith A&P, Cases 9 & 11 75.00
N. Straw, Deliver Surplus 312.00
E. J. Paquette, Ambulance 25.00
White Mountain Gas, Case #9 25.00
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE:
State of N. H. 3,709.91
AID TOTALLY DISABLED:




Anne Noyes, Treasurer 375.00
CEMETERIES:
W. Greenleaf 600.00




R. Bushaw, Labor 57.80
W. Danforth, Labor 33.25
Lumbertown, Culverts, etc. 404.80
M. E. McLoud, Equipment 171.00
R. Melanson, Labar 146.70
Merrimack, Supplies 5.71
Paquette Paving, Materials 599.85
B. Smith, Labor 243.00
D. Taylor, Labor 247.50
L. Thompson, Labor & Equipment 2,408.54
INTEREST, SHORT TERM:




FOR THE YEAR 1971
HARRY L. HEATH, TREASURER
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand, 1 Jan. 1971 $ 170.73
Re-inserted check #2151 .30
Received from Town Treasurer 8,380.00
Total Receipts $ 8,551.03
EXPENDITURES
Over Under
Budgeted Spent Budget Budget
Heat $ 620.00 $ 597.62 $ $ 22.38
Lights 250.00 303.28 53.28
Telephone 475.00 476.04 1.04
Ins. on Men 387.00 386.62 .38
Ins. on Trucks 432.00 402.00 30.00
Ins. on Building 150.00 152.10 2.10
Treas. Bond 10.00 10.00
Bank Service Charges 8.00 10.40 2.40
Stationery- 8.00 5.00 3.00




Mutual Aid 1,700.00 1,749.80 49.80
Meeting Attendance 300.00 271.00 29.00
Gasoline 100.00 87.35 12.65
Oil 20.00 14.40 5,60
Vehicle Inspection 12.00 22.76 10.76
Replacement 600.00 597.11 2.89
Maintenance 400.00 439.54 39.54
Hose 400.00 400.00
Coats 100.00 114.25 14.25
Alerting System 400.00 400.00
Training 500.00 492.00 8.00
Pump Replacement 88.00 20.00 68.00
Fire Calls 1,000.00 1,040.35 40.35










24 Nov. Mutual Aid - Meredith $ 50.00
1971
16 Feb. Thomas Avery, chimney 35.00
22 Feb. Mutual Aid - Sandwich 76^00
2 Apr. Mutual Aid - Center Harbor 55.00
15 Apr. River St., trailer 18,00
19 May Town Dump 42.00
22 May Route 113, power line 21.00
5 June Merrill Island 48.00
29 June Charles Bonano, electrical 3,00
1 July Mooney Point, charcoal 12.00
4 July False Alarm, Piper Cove 24,00
18 July Town Dump 18.00
20 Aug. Royea's Auto Wrecking, junk cars 51.00
8 Sept. Lyle Thompson, smoke investigation 9.00
9 Sept. Science Center, arson investigation 12.00
3 Oct. Shepard Hill, auto 15.00
4 Oct. False Alarm, East Holderness 42.00
25 Oct. Hollis Willoughby, chimney 54.00
14 Nov. Mutual Aid - Ashland 35.35
19 Nov. Mutual Aid - Meredith 67.00
27 Nov. Mutual Aid - Meredith 69i)0
$ 756.35
Plymouth Fire Department
12 Jan. PSC Field House, truck $ 67.25
15 Mar. D. Fiore, smoke in basement 106.00
19 May Harry George, trailer 59.25




Balance as per Statement, Pemigewasset Nat*l. Bank,
dated 31 Dec. 1971 $ 94.83
Less Checks Outstanding 82.25
Balance on hand, 31 Dec. 1971 $ 12,58
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HOLDERNESS LIBRARIAN'S REPORT — 1971
Circulation — 7,960 Books added 78 - book gifts 100
The Library is open on Friday evenings from 6-8 P. M. and 2-8 P. M. en
Saturdays throughout the year. During July and August we are open on
Wednesdays from 2-8 P. M.
You are cordially invited to use the library's book co.llection and services
which are a tax-supported educatianal function of the town of Holderness.
The privileges which the library offers are accompanied by certain responsi-
bilities in order that public property may be safeguarded and that all persons
may have an equal opportunity in sharing the library's resources. All persons
who live, work, attend school in the area or pay taxes in Ho-lderness may borrow
books, magazines or records without charge. Any reasonable number of books
may be borrowed at a time. Mcst books are lent for two weeks, and may be
renewed upon request. Borrowers are responsible for books taken on their
cards, therefore books should not be lent to athers. A fine of two cents a day
including Sundays and holidays is charged for books kept overdue.
We have appreciated the past and cannot stand still but must plan for the
future. We need to improve our standards and expand aur resources and
services to meet today's needs in the community we serve.
HOLDERNESS FREE LIBRARY














Balance December 31, 1971
Proof of Balance
Balance in Meredith Trust Co.
per statement December 31, 1971






















Balance 1970 Account $ 305.52
Received from Town 600.00
$ 905.52
Spent in 1971
Rabert Manion, Raking, Mowing $ 50.00
Russ Manion, Labor 18.00
Randy Marden, Labor 6.00
Franklin Wolf, Labor 24.00
Galen Melanson, Painting Fence 56.25
Reginald Clark, Labor 42.00
Walter Greenleaf 100.00
Prescott Co., Paint 6.85
Merrimack Co., Paint, Supplies 35.94
Total 339.04
Balance $ 566.48
OVERSEER OF WELFARE — 1971
The Ashland Overseer of Welfare handles our government commodities.
Eight families receive the service.
We have six receiving Old Age Assistance or Total Disabled benefits which
the town pays 25% of total aid.
We have had five cases direct town aid.
Laura Heath
Overseer of Welfare
FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HOLDERNESS
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The year started out cold. On January 7 members of the commission,
in -16° temperatures and gusty winds, met at the intervale site of Sun Oil Com-
pany's new service station. Purpose of the meeting was to- discuss certain re-
quests of the commission aimed at protecting the scenic character of the Pemi-
gewasset Valley. Local concern centered around height of the proposed high-
rise sign and its illumination, architectural style of the station itself and the
disposal of petroleum wastes.
A February 18 letter to the commission from Sun Oil's Regional Land
Manager stated, "... it is a pleasure to inform you that the management . . .
has agreed to accede to the several requests of your commission." The com-
pany has lived up to all of these proving that small victories are possible in
the fight to keep "Scenic New Hampshire" scenic!
Subsequently a billboard and sign control ordinance prepared by the com-
mission was submitted to the voters at town meeting. It was tabled following
three public hearings.
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The Selectmen, in early April, asked the commission to resume Its pre-
liminary dump study paying particular attention to the approaching "no
burning" ban of July 1, 1975. A White Oak Pond water pollution report
showing high bacteria counts was added to. the list of reasons for relocating
the town dump. A count of 7300 E-coli bacteria was measured in the pond
(50 is maximum legal limit for Class A waters!) The dump is suspected as
the cause.
The commission also became concerned when it was learned that few
people were aware of East-West Highway plans. Thus the commission's
regular May 10 meeting was advertised widely and o-pened to the public when
it was known that E-W Highway Administrator Charles Crevo would be at-
tending. Over sixty people were there. Of greatest interest was the "Corridor
B-6" alternative bringing the economic development highway along Route 113
and through Holderness Village. On May 12 the commissioners to.ok an official
stand opposing the planned highway based upon the imminent ecological damage
that would result from increased volumes of traffic alongside Squam Lake.
Presently the highway issue is dead (announced January 25) but the commission
is ever mindful that all ecologocal "victories" are but temporary and that all
defeats are permanent.
Early in June the commission was contacted by the New England Natural
and Scenic Areas inventory coordinator. He was asking if there were any
unique areas in Holderness worthy o.f future protection. The commissioners
recommended Livermore Falls Gorge (also in Campton and Plymouth) as a
possible site.
Later that same month the commission was happy to send its third student
to conservation camp at Spruce Pand in Allenstown. Lynn Currier represented
Holderness in 1971 and was financed through a grant to the town from the
Pemigewasset Valley Fish and Game Club.
An application to the N. H. Charitable Fund for $240 to help with swimming
instruction at the town beach was turned down because Holderness had no
recreation plan.
On July 1 the Chamber of Commerce asked the commissioners to assume
supervision of the Central School's recycling project. Under Al Bushnell this
ecological effort was expanded to include weekly glass-crushing sessions, general
work details and periodic hauls to Canada Dry Co. in Concord. By year's end
Holderness had recycled well over 15,000 pounds of glass (leading town in
Central N. H.) and unmeasured amount of steel and aluminum cans. The $247.50
paid to the commission has been placed in the Town Conservation Trust Fund.
Now a shelter has been constructed at the dump with the help of many
volunteers. It makes recycling during winter months much more practical.
The commissioners are indebted to the many residents and summerfolk who
have helped and especially the individuals who provided the trucks necessary
for numerous trips to Concord.
The last meeting of 1971 was held December 16. Looking ahead to 1972,
and beyond, the Conservation Commission makes the following recommenda-
tions :
Private sewage system monitoring for pollution
A regional, multi-town dump
Protection of marshes in town
Removal of scenic liabilities such as junk cars, poorly placed
billboards and other eyesores











Statement of Receipts and Expenditures
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1971
Balance from 1970 Appropriation $ 22.30
Receipts
:
Town Treasurer (1971 Appropriation) 100.00
Donation 8.00




Deposited in Town Conservation Trust Fund 20.63
National Wildlife Federation (maigazines to Cen. School) 6.00
Mountain Media, reprints of 1970 annual report 7.50
Postage 18.00
N. H. Ass'n. of Conserv. Comm (1971 dues) 35.00
Ashland Lumber Co. (materials for recycling shed) 50.75
137,88
Balance in checking account Dec. 31, 1971 I 239.92*
*to be transferred into Town Conservation Trust Fund in 1972
TOWN CONSERVATION TRUST FUND
(Plymouth Guaranty Savings Bank Book No. 41224)
On Hand Jan. 1, 1971 $ 468.29
Deposits:
Balance of 1970 appropriation 20.63
Cash for books sold 16.02
Interest: 14.37
61»02
On Hand Dec. 31, 1971 $ 519,31
(Note: N. H. law authorizes town conservation commissions to maintain




ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HOLDERNESS PLANNING BOARD — 1971
The Holderness Planning Board has experienced a very busy, and we feel a
very fruitful year. Regular meetings were held monthly, and often twice a
month during the Spring, Summer & Fall months. The State Statutes (36-23)
now requires that a public hearing be held on subdivisions before approval of
the board is given, and certified notices must be sent to all abuttors. In many
instances where the subdivisions were small, hearings on several subdivisions
were scheduled for the sam.e evening, previous to or in conjunction with a regu-
lar Planning Board meeting. For large and "complicated" subdivisions, as in
the case of Lake Forest on the shore of Little Squam Lake, an entire evening
was given over to the hearing. In between meetings, individual Board mem-
bers have visited some of the areas where the subdivisions were taking place,
in order to increase their "on the spot" knowledge of the location and nature
of the land being subdivided.
During the late Spring and Summer, several times a week, and on occasion
several times daily, the Planning Board Chairman was visited by individuals
who were planning subdivisions, and who wanted to show and to discuss their
development plans, and to learn what the state and local regulations require-
ments were. With but very rare exceptions the subdividers were desirous of
cooperating with the state and local requirements, realizing that their subdivi-
sion would benefit through planned development.
Notices of Planning Board meetings throughout the year were sent to the
Selectmen, and on several occasions all three Selectmen were present and par-
ticipated in the discussions.
On July 14, August 19 and September 16 members of the Holderness Plan-
ning Board (and one occasion included several Holderness Town Officials) met
with the Plymouth Planning Board for discussion of a possible "future exten-
sion" of the Plymouth Shopping Center across the river into the Holderness
Intervale section. The Federal Government, in certain instances, has aided,
and lets it be known that funds might be available, for so-called "New Town
developments", which might be an entire "new community" or a new well plan-
ned extension of an existing one.
Mr. George Johnson, an experienced planning engineer, at one meeting
showed slides of such "New Town Developments" and painted an interesting
word picture of what the Holderness Intervale, and Plymouth river front area
might be like, attractively landscaped with foot bridges across the Pemigewas-
set, making easy access to and from the present Plymouth shopping area, with
a "new shopping development" on the Holderness Intervale. The idea is
doubtless worthy of consideration, requiring imagination and funds or grants
to "put on paper" diagrams and sketches to enhance a visualization of such a
proposal that might later interest future investors. But if one needs a loaf of
bread, a pair of shoes or a wig right now, it might be wise not to wait for the
Holderness-Plymouth "New Town" Shopping Plaza!
From time to time the State Legislature passes new regulations and makes
changes in others, and the Planning Board endeavors to keep aware of these
legislative changes and to pass the information on to subdividers. One of the
most important of these changes was the elimination of the "shore-line clause"
(measure 149 E) wherein any and all land subdivisions, where any building or
sewage system was contemplated, must be approved by the State Water Supply
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and Pollution Control Commission. Formerly only land within 1000 feet of
any stream or body of water needed this approval by the WSPCC.
At the March 11th Planning Board meeting, Mr. Michael Blake, Assistant
State Planning Director, was the guest speaker. Mr. Blake discussed some of
the measures that the Holderness Planning Board could do as part of a continu-
ing procedure o.f formulating a Comprehensive Plan for the town, now that
Federal Grant 701 was no longer available.
High on the Federal Government's list had been "up-dating the town load
maps" and "conducting a housing and population survey and report," the latter
to be entitled . . . "Initial Housing Element Report far the Town of Holderness."
Mr. William Malcolm, of the Environmental Consulting Group, Inc. of
Hanover was chosen by the State Planning Office to carry through this proce-
dure for Holderness, and twelve other communities In various parts of the
state. Material was derived from information received through Mr. Malcolm's
meeting with the Planning Board, data contained in the Planning Board's re-
connaissance Report, (which was printed in several installments in the Plymouth
Record), the 1970 census housing report, and other technical reports and stud-
ies from the State Planning Office library. Copies of this "Initial Housing
Element Report for the Town of Holderness" and a "Summary" involving all
thirteen towns in the project have been placed in the library at the Holderness
Central School, and the Holderness Public Library.
The Town Road Map has been updated with all "accepted town roads" being
given names, verified as current, by several long time citizen informants. Now
for a "Santa Claus" to install sign-posts bearing the street names. One such
map has been given to the Holderness Central School for use in arranging their
school bus transportation routes. A similar map was also given to the Fire
Department. The Holderness Fire Department has used aerial maps collected,
and possessed by the Planning Board, in making maps of the town on which
are listed all roads, including public, private and even some old logging roads,
for the increased efficiency of locating and fighting fires.
It might be interesting to learn that the Planning Board has studied and
approved twenty different subdivisions in various sections of the Town. Many
of these are small subdivisions of two or three lots, while others cover three or
four times that number. The Lake Forest Subdivision (formerly Squamasee
property) with whom the Planning Board has been working for many months,
consists of some 66 lots, and is laid out for a possible 100 dwellings (some of
cluster type). Many changes suggested by the Planning Board have been in-
corporated from time to time in the original Lake Forest plans, and the subdi-
vision is about ready for Planning Board approval.
The Chairman of the Holderness Planning Board was privileged to attend
a Planning Seminar (at his own expense) sponsored by the State Office of
Planning, which involved four hours weekly for six weeks. Eighteen Planning
Board members participated, mostly coming from towns to the south of us.
The seminar was very interesting and informative, and the problems encounter-
ed in some communities by unscrupulous "quick money developers", as related
by some of the Planning Board members, indicates the great need for Town
Planning Board, and state and local regulating measures, to watch over, report
and attempt to guide growth and development throughout the state. Poor or no
planning, in many instances reported, has meant the large expenditures of the
townspeoples tax dollars to rectify the mistakes later, after the developer has
"moved on."
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Two members of the Holderness Planning Board, Mrs. Ayer and Dr. Staples
attended the all-day and evening conference on "Sewage and Solid Waste Dis-
posal fo.r Small Towns" sponsored by the White Mountain Region Association,
held at Waterville Valley on January 12th. Perhaps the main theme of the
Conference was that sewage and solid waste disposal were costly problems that
confront all communities, and the most economical way out, especially as re-
gards solid waste, is for two or more towns to get together for either a "land
fill" project or better still an incinerator. In this connection (of towns work-
ing together) we note that both the state and the Federal Government have
come to feel that Regional Planning, towns working together on projects that
concern more than one, or a group of towns, is wise and more economical,
(of taxpayers dollars) and future State & Federal funds will be given only on
a regional basis.
This brings up the question o.f the advisability of Holderness joining the
Lakes Region Planning Commission, which has a central office in Meredith.
This Commission is composed of practically all of the towns bordering on the
several lakes in our area, with the exception of the towns of Ashland & Holder-
ness. A very important objective of the Commission is to provide member
communities with regional planning and programming. Projects that are of
local concern, but which also extend beyond the boundaries of a particular town,
such as sewage & solid waste disposal, are thus eligible for Federal Grants.
This matter of Holderness joining the Lakes Region Commission should be
fully explored. A change from the Pemigewasset Valley Region to the Lakes
Region would require a vote of the townspeople requesting the change from
the state. Ashland is interested in making this change.
The Holderness Planning Board has been able to carry on financially this
past year (without a Town appropriation) through small gifts from several
interested citizens, and for this we are grateful. The Holderness Planning
Board looks forward to another busy and fruitful year, giving graciously of its
time, and effort in the interest of a better place to live, aiding in the protection
and conservation of the town's natural resources, while planning for change
and growth in an orderly, beneficial manner. Holderness is our town, it's your
town too, Mr. and Mrs. Citizen, let's work together.





Ernest Chamberlain, Co-Chairman & Treasurer
Lawrence M. Staples, Co-Chairman
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FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1971
MADE BY
THE DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION





Submitted herewith is the report of the annual examination and audit of
the accounts of the Town of Holderness for the fiscal year ended December 3.1*
1971, which was made by this Division in accordance with the vote of the Town.
Exhibits as hereafter listed are included as part of the report.
One of these audit reports must be given to the Town Clerk to be retained
as part of the permanent records.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts and records of the
Board of Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town Clerk, Free Library^ Fire
Department, Park Board, Planning Board, Cemetery Fund, Conservation Cojn-
mission and Trustees of Trust Funds.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comparative Balance Sheets— December 31, 1970 and December 31, 1971:
(Exhibit A-1)
Comparative Balance Sheets, as of December 31, 1970 and December 31,
1971 are presented in Exhibit A-1. As indicated therein, the Current Surplus
decreased by $12,352.08, from $19,444.54 (Revised) to $7,092.46 during 1971.
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition: (Exhibit A-2)
An analysis of the change in financial condition of the Town during the
year is made in Exhibit A-2, with the factors which caused the change indicated
therein. These were as follows:
Decreases in Surplus:
Net Budget Deficit $ 6,935.72
Surplus Used to Reduce Taxes 5,000.00
Accounts Receivable Adjustment 424.31
$12,360.03
Increase in Surplus:
Tax Collector's Excess Credits (Net) 7^5
Net Decrease in Current Surplus $12,.352.08
Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expenditures - Estimated and
Actual Revenues: (Exhibits A-3 & A-4)
Comparative statements of appropriations and expenditures, estimated and
actual revenues for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1971, are presented in
Exhibits A-3 and A-4. As indicated by the Budget Summary (Exhibit A-4). a
net overdraft of appropriations of $14,197.23 less a revenue surplus of $7,261.51
resulted in a net budget deficit of $6,935.72.
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TREASURER
Summary Statement of Receipts and Expenditures: (Exhibit B-1)
A summary statement of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 1971, made up in accordance with the uniform classification of
accounts, is included in Exhibit B-1. Proof of the Treasurer's balance as of
December 31, 1971, is indicated in Exhibit B-2.
AUDIT PROCEDURE
The accounts and records of all Town officials charged with the custody,
receipt and disbursement of public funds were examined and audited in accord-
ance with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included such
tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as were con-
sidered necessary in the circumstances.
Verification of uncollected and unredeemed taxes was made by mailing
notices to delinquent taxpayers as indicated by the Tax Collector's records. The
amount of uncollected and unredeemed taxes as stated in this report are there-
fore subject to any changes which may be necessitated by the return ot veri-
fication notices.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Overdraft of Appropriations and Application of Municipal Budget Law:
During 1971, there was a net overdraft of appropriations of $14,197.23
(Exlhibit A-4). Included in this amount, however, was an overdraft of $6,467.07
in the "Overlay" account. Inasmuch as the amount of overlay raised each year
is determined by the Board of Selectmen, rather than appropriated by the Town
Meeting, expenditures for this purpose are not subject to the provisions of the
Municipal Budget Law, which the Town has adopted. Consequently, the net
overdraft of Town appropriations during the fiscal year was $7i760.16
($14,197.23 less $6,467.07).
The Selectmen obtained written approval of the Budget Committee ±o ex-
ceed appropriations by an aggregate amount of $5,401.11. In such situations,
however, in addition to such approval, the law requires that the Selectmen shall
make application to the Tax Commission for a certificate authorizing the ex-
penditures in excess of budgetary appropriations. The records indicate that
this latter requirement was not complied with. Thus, it must be stated that the
excess expenditures ($7,760.16) incurred during the fiscal year were made with-
out proper authority.
Bond Anticipation Notes Payable - $10,000.00 (Exhibit A-1)
This amount represents outstanding indebtedness incurred under the pro-
visions of R. S. A. 33:7a, which statute provides authority to make temporary
loans in anticipation of the money to be derived from the sale of long term
notes or bonds. The above notes will be paid in 1972 from the proceeds of the
sale of long term notes of $35,000.00, which were authorized by a vote of tbe
Town in 1970 for the acquisition of a new fire truck.
Planning Board:
In addition to recording bank deposits and checks drawn during the year
on check book stubs, the Treasurer of the Planning Board is required to main-
tain multiple-column type cash books wherein each item of receipts and ex-
pense must be entered. The use of these journals provides for the adequate
distribution of cash transactions under appropriate revenue and expenditure
classifications.
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As indicated in Exhibit H, unexpended funds of $4,995.82 were in the cus-
tody of the Planning Board Treasurer as of December 31, 1971. These funds
represent unexpended appropriations voted in prior years, as well as receipts
derived from the sale of materials and reports and interest on invested funds.
Inasmuch as appropriations for the Planning Board are made for the pa3rment
of operating and maintenance expenses, the law requires that unexpende^i bal-
ances for the department be closed to surplus. Therefore, the amount mention-
ed previously should be returned to the Town during the fiscal year 1972.
Furthermore, the law (R. S. A. 41:29) stipulates that the Town Treasurer
shall have custody of all monies belonging to the Town, and shall pay out the
same only upon orders of the Selectmen. There is no provision in the State
statutes which gives authority to the Planning Board to expend money from a
departmental checking account. As is the case with other Town departments
and agencies, revenues realized by the Planning Board should be remitted to
the Town Treasurer, and all expenses shuold be paid by Town check.
Treasurer:
The Treasurer should reconcile his records with the bank statement on a
monthly basis.
Board of Selectmen:
The Selectmen's cash payment records showing expenditures under various
classifications should be balanced and proven monthly. Failure to do so, results
in increased expenses incident to the annual examination of the Town accounts
due to additional clerical work which must be done by the auditors.
Conclusion
:
The provisions of Chapter 71, Section 27-a, of the Revised Statutes Anno-
tated, require that this report or the summary of findings and recommendations,
(letter of transmittal) shall be published in the next annual report of the Town.
Publication of the Exhibits contained in the audit report is optional, at thg. dis-
cretion of the Board of Selectmen.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Town of Holdemess for the.ir
assistance during the course of the audit.
Yours very truly,
Frederick E. LaPlante, Director









A-1 - Comparative Balance Sheets - As of December 31, 1970
and December 31, 1971
A-2 - Analysis of Change in Financial Condition
A-3 - Comparative Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures




B-1 - Classified Statement of Receipts and Expenditures
B-2 - Summary of Treasurer's Account and Proof of Balance
Tax Collector:
C-1 - Summary of Warrants
C-2 - Summary of Tax Sale Accounts
C-3 - State Head Taxes — Summary of Warrants
Town Clerk:
D - Statement of Town Clerk's Accounts
Library
:
E - Statement of Account and Proof of Balance
Fire Department:
F - Statement of Account and Proof of Balance
Park Board
:
G - Statement of Account and Proof of Balance
Planning Board:
H - Statement of Account and Proof of Balance
Holderness Cemetery Fund:
I - Statement of Account and Proof of Balance
Conservation Commission:
J - Statement of Account and Proof of Balance
Trustees of Trust Funds:
K - Statement of Trust Fund Principal, Income and Investments
Surety Bonds:
L - Town Officers' Surety Bonds
TOWN OF HOLDERNESS
Certificate of Audit
This is to certify that we have examined and audited the accounts and re-
cords of the Town of Holderness for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1971.
Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such
other auditing procedures as were considered necessary in the circumstances^
In our opinion, the Exhibits included herewith present fairly the financial
condition of the Town of Holderness as of December 31, 1971, together with the
results of operations for the fiscal year ended on that date.
Respectfully submitted,
Frederick E. Laplante, Director







As of December 31, 1970 and December 31, 1971




Town Treasuter $124,009.08 $145,224.06
Fire Dept. Treasurer
(Contra) 170.73 12.58




Long Term Notes Authorized-—
Unissued 35,000.00(1) 85,000.00
Accounts Due Town:
From Park Board 180.30
From State of N. H.—
Gas Tax Refund 432.94
From Town of Ashland 150.00
763.24
Unredeemed Taxes:
Levy of 1970 3,251^7
Levy of 1969 1W.12
Levy of 1968 221.89
941.01 3,261.57
Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 1971 45,837.10
Levy of 1970 48,678.54(1]) 460.21
Levy of 1969 960.60 655.64
Levies of Prior Year 2.00
UneotledteA Stat^ Head Taxes:











































Bond Antic. Notes Payable












2% Bond & Debt Retirement Tax:
Uncollected 24.41(1) 76.08




Collected—Not Remitted (Contra) 1,150.65
78.55
1,722.15
Fire Devt. Funds (Contra) 170.73 12.58
School Dist. Tax Payable 149,199.80 198,231.77
Total Liabilities $191,627.66(1) $223,350.70
Current Surplus 19,444.54(1) 7,092.46
Total Liab. & Current Surp. $211,072.20(1) $230,443.16
EXHIBIT A-2
TOWN OF HOLDERNESS
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1971
Current Surplus—Dec. 31, 1970 $ 19,444.54
Current Surplus—Dec. 31, 1971 7,092.46
'Decrease in Current Surplus $ 12,352.08
ANALYSIS OF CHANGE
Decrease in Surplus:
Net Budget Deficit $ 6,935.72
Surplus Used to Reduce Tax Rate 5,000.00
Accounts Receivable Adjustment 424.31
$ 12,360.03
Increase in Surplus:
Tax Collector's Excess Credit (Net) 7.95
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Comparative Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
and Budget Summary
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1971
Revenues




Property Taxes $371,410.01 $373,678.28 $ 2,268.27 $
Nat. Bank Stock Taxes 15.00 15.00
Yield Taxes 321.00 320.71 .29
Res. Taxes Retained 3,157.00 3,061.85 95.15
Prior Years: {Added Taxes)
Property Taxes 669.98 669.98
Poll Taxes 46.00 46.00
Interest on Taxes 900.00 1,658.25 758.25
Surplus Used to
Reduce Tax Rate 5,000.00 5,000.00
From State of N. H.:
Int. & Dividends Tax 16,073.00 16,073.37 .37
Savings Bank Tax 936.00 936.04 .04
Meals & Rooms Tax 4,785.00 4,825.81 40.81
Business Profits Tax 6,254.05 6,245.05 9.00
Reimb. a/c M. V.
Road Tolls 68.41 213.43 145.02
Highway Subsidy 4,793.00 4,792.63 .37
Reimb. a/c Old Age. Asst. 1.25 1.25
State Head Tax Comm. 184.50 184.50
From Local Sources,
Except Taxes:
M. V. Permit Fees 14,596.29 17,095.57 2,499.28
'Dog Licenses 416.75 458.25 41.50
Bus. Licenses, Permits &
Filing Fees 45.00 618.00 573.00
Rent of Town Prop. & Equip. 650.00 645.05 4.95
Ambulance Fees 300.00 443.00 143.00
4
1M29,720.51 $436,982.02 $ 7,371.27 $ 109.76
BUDGET SUMMARY
Overdrafts of Appropriations $ 18,626.21
Unexp. Balances of Approp. 4,428.98










Classified Statement of Receipts and Expenditures














State Head Taxes 650.00
43,319.84
Interest on Taxes 1,658.25
Penalties on State Head Taxes 66.00
Penalties on Resident Taxes 7.00
Tax Sales Redeemed 2,116.79
$376,257.85
From State of New Hampshire:
Interest and Dividends Tax 16,073.37
Business Profits Tax 6,245.05
Savings Bank Tax 936.04
Meals and Rooms Tax 4,825.81
Grader Rental 645.05
iHighway Subsidy 4,792.63
Reimb. a/c Road Tolls Refunded
—Current Year 213.43
Reimb. a/c Road Tolls Refunded—Prior Year 8.63
Reimb. a/c Old Age Assistance 1.25
33,741.26
Local Sources, Except Taxes
:
M. V. Permit Fees 17,147.41
Dog Licenses 458.25
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 618.00
Ambulance Fees 443.00




Total Current Revenue Rec $428,815.77
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue:
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes 100,000.00









Gen. Expenses of Highway Dept. 465.60
Employees' Soc. Sec. & Retirement:
Park Board—Current Year 93.60
Park Board—Prior Year 180.30
Library—Current Year 70.56
1,055.91
Withholding Taxes—Park Board (Contra) 101.00
Overpayments Refunded:
a/c State Head Taxes 31.95
a/c 2% Bond & Debt Ret. Taxes 16.41
48.36
111,305.27
Total Receipts From All Sources $540,121.04




Town Officers' Salaries $ 5,303.17
Town Officers' Expenses 5,409.80
Election & Registration Expenses 428.80
Town Hall & Bldgs. Maint 597.27




















































Employees' Ret. & Soc. Sec. 1,501.47
Damages & Legal Expenses 326.44
Ethel Piper Fund 401.50
Taxes Bought by Town 4,504.57
Discounts, Abatements & Refunds:
Abatements:
Property Taxes 758.45
M. V. Permit Fees 51.84





On Temporary Loans 1,468.75
Principal of Debt:
Tax Anticipation Notes Paid 100,000.00
Capital Outlay:
New Fire Truck 30,100.00
Town Construction—(Highway 5,463.15
lyments to Other Gov. Divisions:















1970 Withholding Tax Deductions Paid 580.20
1971 Withholding Tax Deductions Paid a/c Park Board (Contra) 101.00
1970 FJ.C.A. Tax Deductions Paid 329.44
Gross Expenditures During Year
















Summary of Treasurer's Account and Proof of Balance
TOWN OF HOLDERNESS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1971
Balance—January 1, 1971 $124,009.08
Receipts During Year 540,121.04
$664,130.12
Expenditures During Year 518,906.06
Balance—December 31, 1971 $145,224.06
PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance in The Pemi. Nat. Bank of Plymouth, N. H.—
Per Statement Dec. 31, 1971 $140,476.92
Add: Deposits of:
Jan. 3, 1972 $ 5,817.20
Jan. 3, 1972 941.52
Jan. 6, 1972 180.30
Jan. 6, 1972 46.49
Jan. 14, 1972 5.00
Jan. 18, 1972 2.73
Jan 18, 1972 456.64
7,449.88
$147,926.80
Less: Outstanding Checks 2,702.74
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Summary of Tax Sales Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1971
DR.
Unredeemed Taxes—January 1,
Tax Sale of August 26, 1971

































$ 4,529.37 $ 755.18 $ 277.71
EXHIBIT C-3
TOWN OF HOLDERNESS
State Head Taxes — Summary of Warrants
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1971
DR.






















$ 745.50 $ 10.50
EXHIBIT D
TOWN OF HOLDERNESS
Statement of Town Clerk's Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1971
DR.
Motor Vehicle Permits Issued:
1970 - #563472 - #563500
#180711 - #180717
1971 - #218230 - #219400
#606901 - #606943







158 @ $ 2.00
16 @ $ 5.00
1 @ $20.00 - Kennel
2 @ $12.00 - Kennels




















Motor Vehicle Permit Fees













Statement of Account and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1971






Librarian and Assistant Librarian $ 1,287.99
Custodian 180.00








Balance - December 31, 1971 $ 42.05
PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance in the Meredith Trust Company -
Per Statement December 31, 1971 $ 117.53
Less: Outstanding Cheeks 75.48





Statement of Account and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended December SI, 1971
Balance - January 1 ,1971 $ 170.73
Receipts During Year:
Town Appropriation $ 8,380.00










Maintenance, Including Gasoline 564.05
Hose and Other Fire Equipment 534.25
Mutual Aid 1,749.80









Balance - December 31, 1971 $ 12.58
PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance in the Pemigewasset National Bank,
Plymouth, N. H. - Per Statement December
31, 1971 $ 94.83
Less: Outstanding Checks 82.25





Statement of Account and Proof of Balance





















Taxes—Current & Prior Years
$ 1,218.72
1,202.73
Balance—December 31, 1971 15.99
PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance in the Pemi. Nat. Bank, Plymouth, N. H.
Per Statement December 31, 1971
Less: Outstanding Check








Statement of Account and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1971
Balance—January 1, 1971
Receipts During Year:








Balance in the Pemi. Nat. Bank, Plymouth, N. H.
—

















Balance in the Plymouth Guaranty Savings Bank
Passbook #43201 4,811.29





Statement of Account and Proof of Balance























Statement (^ Account and Proof of Balance




























Balance in the Pemi. Nat. Bank, Pljonouth, N. H.
Per Statement December 31, 1971
Less: Outstanding Check
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Trustees of Trust Funds:
Harrison A. Sargent
New Hampshire Insurance Co.
Eleanor iS. Wolf
New Hampshire Insurance Co.
Charles J. Ayer II
American Fidelity Company
Constable and Chief of Police:
George A. Plant
American Fidelity Company
Number Amount Term Beginning
77-07-30 $23,000.00 March 9, 1971
77-81-63 $20,000.00 March 9, 1971
86-31-02 $ 4,000.00 March 9, 1971
95-51-41 $ 1,000.00 March 11, 1969
92-56-75 $ 1,000.00 March 10, 1970
82-28-31 $ 1,000.00 March 9, 1971









Moderator William W. Biddle
Clerk Ann W. Noyes
Treasurer Joseph A. Carvelli
School Doctor Alastair Crai^, M. D.
School Nurse Mary Richards
Auditors State Tax Commission
Assistant Superintendent of Schools N. Kenneth Smith
Superintendent of Schools M. Wayne Bowie
MINUTES OF ANNUAL MEETING MARCH 6, 1971
Mr. Laurence Roberts, who had been appointed assistant moderator by the
moderator, Carlton Eisner, was sworn in by the clerk, Mrs. Gertrude Eisner^ at
7:15 p. m. on March 6, 1971. Mr. Roberts called the meeting to order at 7:30
p. m., and offered a prayer. He then reminded the meeting that election of offi-
cers would take place on March 9 at the Town Hall. He requested a motion re-
igarding the reading of the warrant. Mr. Currier moved and Mr. Carvelli sec-
onded the motion that the warrant be taken up article by article.
Mr. Malcolm Taylor moved and Mr. Frederick Brown seconded Article 1
as follows:
I move we accept the salaries of the School Board, Truant Officer, and ap-
prove the compensation of all other officers and agents of the School Dis-
trict as proposed by the School Board in the 1971-72 Proposed School Dis-
trict Budget.
Mr. Fitzpatrick requested the amount of salaries involved. Mr. Brown listed
$300. for Chairman of the School Board, $250. for the members of the School
Board, and $15. for the Truant Officer. There being no further question Mr.
Roberts asked for a voice vote. It was in the affirmative without opposition.
Mr. Carvelli moved and Mrs. Carvelli seconded Article II as follows:
I move the District accept the reports of the Audit of the General Fund,
Treasurer, School Lunch Program that was made by the Division of Munici-
pal Accounting of the State Tax Commission and the reports of the Agents
of the District as printed in the Annual Report.
There was no discussion. The voice vote, requested by the moderator, was in
the affirmative without opposition.
Mr. Roberts requested a motion on Article III. Mr. Brown stated that Article III
was a standard article put in some warrants. It had no use this year in the
Holderness School District since there were no committees to appoint for which
approval of the townspeople was needed. He therefore made a motion the
Article be passed over. Mr. Carvelli seconded the motion. There was no dis-
cussion. The voice vote was in the affirmative without opposition.
Mr. Brown moved and Mr. Barlow seconded Article IV as follows:
I move the District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $296,623.21 for
the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for school district officials
and agents, and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the Dis-
trict and to authorize an application against said appropriation of such
sums as are estimated to be received from the State top^ether with other
income; the School Board to certify to the Selectmen the balance between
the revenue and the appropriation, which balance is to be raised by taxes
by the Town.
Mr. Brown sugigested the budget be taken up item by item since the School
Board had revised their budget three times at the request of the Budget Com-
mittee. Discussion followed concerning relative cost of student attendance at
Interlakes and Plymouth, of bussing between East Holderness and Plymouth,
and why same areas are not covered by bussing. Mr. Roberts asked for further
argument. Since there was none he requested a voice vote regarding Article IV
in its entirety. The vote was in the negative. Mr. Willoughby moved and Mr.
Fitzpatrick seconded the motion that the budget be taken up item by item.
Mr. Brown then started to read the items of the budget. Considerable discus-
sion ensued regarding a full-time versus a teaching principal and regarding
also the reasons for the variance between the School Board's and the Budget
Committee's recommendations. The preponderance of tax payment by summer
residents was brought out. The School Board pointed out that to keep superior
teachers it was necessary to pay the going rate for salaries. Pay schedules for
comparable towns were quoted. When this phase of the disscussion ended Mrs.
Ayer suggested the rest of the budget be dispensed with on an item basis since
the controversy centered around salaries. Mr. Roberts asked for a consensus
of opinion rather than a motion. The feeling of the meeting was voiced by Mr.
Wherland who suggested that every school budget item differing from the Bud-
get Committee's recommendation be discussed. Mr. Brown therefore discussed
these items one by one. Further argument followed regarding the snow plow-
ing of the school area resulting in the conclusion that snow plowing will be
effected and paid for by the town. The moderator suggested a seven minute
recess.
When the meeting reconvened Mr. Brown continued the line item discussion.
Mr. Tyrell, shop instructor, was given permission to speak, and explained the
additional equipment needed for shop courses. Mr. Bowie, Superintendent of
Schools was given permission to speak when the increased tuition cost was dis-
cussed. He pointed out that with the completion of the new building the prin-
cipal land interest had to be paid.
Mrs. Roberts moved and Mrs. Biddle seconded the motion that the meeting
vote to accept the School Board's budget. Mr. Gordon asked if the school could
run if the Budget Committee's recommendations were accepted. Mr. Brown
answered yes. Mr. Roberts stated the discussion was out of order although
allowed. It was necessary now to vote on whether the meeting should vote on
the original motion made by Mr. Brown. The voice vote was in the negative and
further discussion ensued.
Mr. Noyes moved to amend the original motion on Article IV by accepting
the School Board's recommendations with the exception of teachers salaries,
and to accept the Budget Committee's recommendation for teachers salaries
—
the total figure to read $293,043.21. Mr. Gordon seconded the motion. Then
Mrs. Henderson moved and Mrs. Stevens seconded an amendment to Mr. Noyes*
amendment to Mr. Noyes' amendment to vote on the School Board's recom-
mendation as stated by Mr. Noyes, but to delete any vote regarding teachers'
salaries. Mr. Roberts requested a voice vote which was unanimously in the af-
firmative. The moderator then requested a voice vote on the first amendment
to vote on the School Board budget without voting on line #210. This voice
vote was unanimously in the affirmative.
Mr. Roberts asked for a motion on line item #210 so Article IV could be
voted on in its entirety. Mr. Willoughby moved and Mr. Barlow seconded the
motion that line item 210 in the budget be $89,000. Mrs. Henderson moved and
Mrs. Biddle seconded the motion that the vote be made by a show of hands. This
motion was voted in the affirmative without opposition. Mr. Roberts then called
for a show of hands on Mr. Willoughby's motion. The result of the voting was
52 affirmative, 24 opposed. The moderator ruled item 210 had been voted at
$89,000.00
The moderator then read Article IV with the revised figure of $293,043.21.
The voice vote was in the affirmative without opposition.
Mr. Beij moved and Mrs. Roberts seconded Article V as follows:
I move the District authorize the School Board to make application for and
to accept, on behalf of the District, any or all grants or offers for educa-
tional purposes which now or hereafter may be forthcoming from the State
of New Hampshire and /or United States.
The voice vote was in tihe affirmative without opposition.
Mrs. Melanson moved and Mr. Carvelli seconded Article VI as follows:
I move the District will establish a Contingency fund to meet the costs of
unanticipated expense which may arise during the year in an amount not
to exceed two hundred fifty dollars ($250.) ,all in accordance with RSA
198:4-b.
Mr. Brown pointed out that the $250. was in addition to the money just voted.
There was no discussion. The voice vote was in the affirmative without
opposition.
Article VII was read by the moderator: To transact any other business that may
legally come before this meeting. Mr. Brown voiced appreciation to Mr.
Roberts for acting as moderator. There being no other business Mr. Roberts





THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the town of Holderness quali-
fied to vote in district affairs: ,. .
You are hereby notified to meet at the Central School in said district on the
11th day of March 1972, at 7:30 o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the fol-
lowing subjects: j , m i.
1. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and Truant
Officer, and fix the compensation of any other officers or agent of the district.
2. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees or Officers chosen,
and pass any vote relating thereto.
3. To choose Agents, Auditors, and Committees in relation to any subject
embraced in this warrant.
4. To see what sum of money the district will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for the salaries of school district officers and agents
and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district.
5. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to make
application for and to accept on behalf of the District any or all grants or offers
for educational purposes which may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the
State of New Hampshire and /or the United States.
6. To see if the District will establish a Contingency Fund to meet the
costs of unanticipated expense which may arise during the year in an amount
not to exceed two hundred fifty dollars ($250.) all in accordance with R.S.A.
198:4-b.
7. To transact any other business that may legally come before this
meeting.









THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the town of Holderness quali-
fied to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said district on the
7th day of March 1972, at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the fol-
lowing subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuintg three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.









































































850. Eimployee Retirement & F.LC.A. 6,022.28
855. Insurance 3,415.00







1370. Principal of Debt 25,875.00
1371. Interest on Debt 10,627.19
Outgoing Transfer Accounts in State
1477.1 Tuition 94,732.00






































































Federal & District Funds
$293,293.21 $297,819.88 $295,916.88
7
REVENUES & CREDITS AVAILABLE


























Revenue from State Sources:
Sweepstakes
Scihool Building Aid
Revenue from Federal Sources:
NDEA - Title III - Science, Math & Lang.
Sch. Lunch & Special Milk Program
TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES and CREDITS 7,569.74 17,500.00 17,500.00
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT $285,723.47 $280,319.88 $278,416.88
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Submitted herewith is the report of the annual examination and audit of the
accounts of the Holderness School District for the fiscal year ended June 30,
1971, which was made by this Division. Exhibits as hereafter listed are in-
cluded as part of the report.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts and records of
the School Board, School District Treasurer and School Lunch Program.
9
FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Comparative Balance Sheets - As of June 30, 1970 and June 30, 1971:
(Exhibit A-1)
Comparative balance sheets as of June 30, 1970 and June 30, 1971, are pre-
sented in Exhibit A-1. As indicated therein, the Net Debt of the District de-
creased by $14,987.18, from $240,728.84 to $225,741.66, during the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1971.
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition: (Exhibit A-2)
An analysis of the change in the current financial condition of the School
District during the fiscal year is made in Exhibit A-2, with the factors which
caused the change indicated therein. These were as follows:
Decreases in Net Debt:
Net Budget Surplus $ 258.34
Long Term Notes Paid During Year 5,875.00
Bonds Paid During Year 20,000.00
$26,133.34
Increase in Nebt Debt:
Surplus Used To Reduce School Tax 11,146.16
Net Decrease $14,987.18
Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expenditures -
Estimated and Actual Revenues: (Exhibits A-3 and A-4)
Comparative statements of appropriations and expenditures, estimated and
actual revenues for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1971, are presented in Ex-
hibits A-3 and A-4. As indicated by the Budget Summary (Exhibit A-4), a
net unexpended balance of appropriations of $191.03, plus a revenue surplus of
$67.31, resulted in a net budget surplus of $258.34.
TREASURER
Classified Statement of Receipts and Expenditures: (Exhibit B-1)
A classified statement of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1971, made up in accordance with the uniform classification of
accounts, is included in Exhibit B-1. Proof of the Treasurer's balance as of
June 30, 1971, is indicated in Exhibit B-2.
MISCELLANEOUS
School Lunch Program: (Exhibit C)
A statement of the Holderness School Lunch Program Account is presented
in Exhibit C.
School Tax Account: (Exhibit D)
A statement of the Scho.ol Tax Account with the Town of Holderness is
included in Exhibit D. As indicated therein, as of June 30, 1971, the School
District had received from the Town the total of the 1970-71 School Tax in the.
amount of $247,691.50, plus an advance of $11,307.80 on account of the 1971-72
School Tax.
Long Term Indebtedness: (Exhibit E)
A statement of the outstanding long term indebtedness of the School Dis-





The current surplus (excess of current assets over current liabilities) de-
creased by $10,887.82, from $11,146.16 to $258.34, during the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1971, as shown herewith:
June 30, 1970 June 30, 1971
Current Assets $22,522.82 $12,095.11
Current Liabilities 11,376.66 11,836.77
Current Surplus $11,146.16 $ 258.34
Conclusion:
The provisions of Chapter 184 of the Laws of 1955 require that the Audi-
tor's summary of findings and recommendations (letter of transmittal) shall
be published in the next annual report of the School District. Publication of
the Exhibits contained in the audit report is optional, at the discretion of the
School Board.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Holderness School District for
their assistance during the course of the audit.
Very truly yours,
Frederick E. Laplante, Director
DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
FEL.tfb STATE TAX COMMISSION
October 8, 1971
CERTIFICATE OF AUDIT
This is to certify that we have examined and audited the accounts and
records of the Holderness School District for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1971,
Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and
such other auditing procedures as were considered necessary in the circum-
stances.
In our opinion, the Exhibits included herewith present fairly the financial
condition of the School District as of June 30, 1971, together with the results
of operations for the fiscal year ended on that date.
Respectfully submitted,
Frederick E. Laplante, Director



























Total Assets and Net Debt
LIABILITIES
Appropriations Forwarded
Accounts Owed By District:
Advance on Appropriation of Ensuing
Year
School Lunch Fund (Contra)













Total Liabilities $263,251.66 $237,836.77
EXHIBIT A-2
HOLDERNESS SCHOOL DISTRICT
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1971
Net Debt - June 30, 1970 $240,728.84
Net Debt - June 30, 1971 225,741.66
Decrease in Net Debt $14,987.18
Analysis of Change
Decreases in Net Debt:
Net Budget Surplus $ 258.34
Long Term Notes Paid During Year 5,875.00
Bonds Paid During Year 20,000.00
$26,133.34
Increase in Net Debt:
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Comparative Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
and Budget Summary
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1971
U ^WT^** •• ^«
SOURCES Estimated Actual Excess
Surplus Used To Reduce School Tax $ 11,146.16 $ 11,146.16 $
Taxes From School District Levies:
1970-71 School Tax 247,691.50 247,691.50
Revenue From State Sources:
Schoo.1 Building Aid 7,912.50 7,912.50
Sweepstakes 1,442.99 1,463.30 20.31
Other Revenues:
School Readiness Program 27.00 27.00
Rental of Gym 15.00 15.00
Filing Fee 5.00 5.00
$268,193.15 $268,260.46 $ 67.31
Budget Summary
Unexpended Balances of Appropriations 6,015.73
Overdrafts of Appropriations 5,824.70











Classified Statement of Receipts and Expenditures





Revenue From State Sources:
School Building Aid
Sweepstakes
Revenue From Federal Sources:
School Lunch and Special Milk Program
Revenue From Other Sources:






















Total Revenue From All Sources










































Maintenance of Plant 3,750.65
Fixed Charges
:
Employees Retirement and F.I.C.A. $ 4,646.91
Insurance 3,032.49
7,679.40
School Lunch and Special Milk Program 4,535.03






Principal of Debt $ 25,875.00
Interest on Debt 11,732.83
Outgoing Transfer Accounts In-State:
Tuition $ 81,282.98




Prepayments of Employees Payroll Deductions
(Blue Cross) 73.46
Total Expenditures For All Purposes $270,131.87





Summary of Treasurer's Account and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1971
Balance - July 1, 1970 $ 22,493.36
Receipts During Year 259,131.19
$281,624.55
Expenditures During Year 270,131.87
Balance - June 30, 1971 $11,492.68
Proof of Balance
Balance in the Pemigewasset National Bank,
Plymouth, N. H. - Per Statement June 30, 1971 $ 23,981.30
Less: Outstanding Checks 12,488.62




Statement of Account and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1971
Balance - July 1, 1970 $ 29.46
Receipts During Year:







Food, Including Milk $ 6,376.72
Labor, Adults, Including Payroll Taxes 2,798.77
Gas 77.97
Bank Service Charges 17.87
Miscellaneous Services 18.85
9,290.18
Balance - June 30, 1971 $ 528.97
Proof of Balance
Balance in the Pemigewasset National Bank, Plymouth,
N. H. - Per Statement June 30, 1971 $ 321.53
Add: Deposit of:
July 1, 1971 207.44




Statement of School Tax Account
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1971
1970-71 School Tax $247,691.50
Less: Advance Received During 1969-70 School Year 11,307.80
$236,383.70
Add: Advance Received During Year a/c 1971-72 School Tax 11,307.80
$247,691.50
Received From Town of HoWerness During Year:
August 17, 1970 $10,000.00
September 25, 1970 10,000.00
October 26, 1970 10,000.00
November 23, 1970 12,000.00
December 7, 1970 45,000.00
January 2, 1971 25,000.00
January 28, 1971 10,000.00
February 8, 1971 15,000.00
March 5, 1971 10,000.00
March 22, 1971 10,000
April 19, 1971 45,000.00
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
The Holderness Central School has igotten off to another good year. What
problems we 'have are minor in nature.
A constant evaluation of the curriculum and the program of studies has
been going on. As a result of this, it was discovered that more emphasis need-
ed to be placed on Science. What has resulted has been the McGraw-Hill ESS
Science Program. Along with Plymouth State College most Holderness teach-
ers are participating in a project which should upgrade our entire program.
This science program is unique in that it places strong empihasis on methods
and materials in science teaching and relies very little on textbook approach.
For the whole school year teachers of elementary science attend three hours a
week of lectures and demonstrations in preparation for full implementation in
the school year 1972-1973.
Another new program is that of the school testing. We have adopted a
program by Science Research Associates, SKA, which tests achievement as
well as mental ability of the children. The tests are scored and analyzed by
a computer so individual pupil profiles as well as those of the subject matter
area and grade are available. This furnishes the teacher with knowledge of
each child so they may be treated on an individual basis. Another area of
teacher concern, that of the so-called "under achiever" can be spotted. These
pupils who are not working up to capacity can be pin-pointed and thus helped.
One area where most schools in the Supervisory Union are weak is Special
Education. The School Boards, teachers and administration generally agree
that this is a need of many students. With this in mind, most of the districts
in Supervisory Union #48 hope to employ a teacher of Special Education next
year. Such a person would diagnose children's problems with actual observa^:
tion and the use of psychological tests. They would act as a resource person
to help coordinate and assist teachers, and at the same time actually wori with
children. This program is needed and deserves your support.
You may have noticed that Holderness lost part of its anticipated School
Building Aid this year. In our case it was not a large sum, yet it all adds up
to increased taxes. The School Board has been as prudent as possible in the
preparation of the budget and still offer the kind of a learning situation your
children should have. If you believe the State should at least meet the aid
obligations that are already law, the appropriate persons should be contacted.
The support and cooperation of the School Board and the teachers is appre-
ciated. Please feel free to contact our office at any time if you have questions





EXPLANATION OF SUPERINTENDENTS' SALARY
Chapter 189, Section 48 Revised Statutes Annotated of the State of New
Hampshire, requires that the school district annual report show the total amount
paid to the Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent of Schools as per the
following quotation: "Reports. Each Superintendent salary paid to the super-
intendent, showing in detail the amount paid by the State and each local school
district, and their share of same. Said report shall be filed with the school
board of each school district involved and shall be included in the annual report
of the respective school district as a separate entry. A like report and entry
shall be made for each assistant superintendent, teacher consultant, and busi-
ness administrators, if any is in service in the union."
One-half of the supervisory union expenses is prorated among the several
school districts of the union on the basis of adjusted valuations. One-half is
prorated on the basis of average daily membership in the school for the pre-
vious school year ending June 30th. The salary of $14,500, which was received
by the superintendent of schools of Supervisory Union No. 48 during 1970-1971
was made up asfollows: $2r,700 paid by the State of New Hampshire and
$12,000 was prorated among the several School Districts. Allowance for
$1,000 travel within the Union was also prorated as stated above.
The salary of $12,000 for the assistant superintendent during 1970-1971
was made up as follows: $2,700 paid by the State of New Hampshire and
$9,300 was prorated among the several School Districts. Allowance for $1,000
travel within the Union was also prorated as stated above.





Percentage Salary Travel Salary Travel
Campton 15.36 $ 1,843.20 $ 153.60 $ 1,428.48 $ 153.60
Holderness 21.87 2,624.40 218.70 2,033.91 218.70
Plymouth 37.39 4,486.80 373.90 3,477.27 373.90
Rumney 10.42 1,250.40 104.20 969.06 104.20
Thornton 7.41 889.20 74.10 689.13 74.10
Waterville Valley 3.24 388.80 32.40 301.32 32.40
Wentworth 4.31 517.20 43.10 400.83 43.10





To the School Board, Superintendent of Schools, Parents and Citizens of
Holderness
:

















Industrial Arts/ Science/Phy. Education










































Schools are under fire across our land. The property tax is buckling under
the strain. Racial practices in our urban schools are no longer acceptable.
Revelant education remains a challenge. The public is demanding account-
ability.
Soon New Hampshire citizens must make a choice — either maintain the
status quo or provide equally financed education for all students in our state.
If the prospects are dismal, the options are even less promising. Education
in New Hampshire is at the crossroads and the future holds both hope and
frustration.
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Against this backdrop of turmoil Holderness Central has been providing
its own solutions to its own unique problems. We have felt the belt tightening
as have most, but not to the point of curtailing programs or pupil services.
We have in fact moved ahead; adding to a growing list of goals:
- Full implementation of the Gesell testing program
for all pre-school children.
- Establishment of a transitional section for those kindengarten cliil-
dren not fully ready to go on to grade one.
- Implementation of an ungraded reading program from
grade two through grade eight.
- Establishment of a corrective reading class.
- Initiation of a volunteer aide program.
- Introduction of power mechanics for eighth grade boys.
- Development of a skiing program in conjunction with
Tenney Mountain Ski Area.
- Completion of initial work for the implementation of the
New Hampshire Department of Educations
Minimum Standards and Recommendations for
Public Elementary Schools.
- Development of a vocational guidance unit.
- Initiation of our first Adult Education class in sewing.
This list in addition to excellence in the classroom offers testimony to the
outstanding team of teachers that presently serve the children of this com-
munity.
Althoug'h much has been accomplished there is yet much to be done. The
magnitude of the task ahead will require the cooperative efforts of other com-
munities within the Supervisory Union. By the Fall of 1972 we hope to fully
implement the ESS science program in our schools. The fulfillment of this
goal represents just such an effort.
Although our staff has gained much expertise in the area of identifyingf
learning disabilities we hope to accelerate this trend by employing the services
of a specialist in this vital area to be supported by Supervisory Union funds.
At the moment the jury is out. May it have the wisdom to decide in
favor of the defendant—our children.
Respectfully submitted,
E. HARLAN KING, JR., Principal
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the
Fiscal Year July 1, 1970 to June ao, 1971
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand, July 1. 1970 $ 22,493.36
Received from Selectmen |247,691.50
Revenue from State Sources 9,375.80
Revenue from Federal Sources 1,835.03
Received from all Other Sources 228.86
TOTAL RECEIPTS $259,131.19
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year $281,624.55
Less School Board Orders Paid 270,131.87





This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank state-
ments and other financial records of the treasurer of the school district of
iHolderness of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal year ending





DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
Date From Whom Description Amount
July 8—70 State of N. H. School Lunch--May $ 194.31
July 17—70 State of N. H. School Lunch—June 51.01
Aug. 17—70 Selectmen Approp. 10,000.00
Sept. 25—70 Selectmen Approp. 10,000.00
Sept. 29—70 P. T. A. Envelopes 7.35
Oct. 1—70 Bonnie Morrison Lost Book 3.12
Oct 16—70 State of N. H. Bldg. Aid 7,912.50
Oct. 26—70 Selectmen Approp. 10,000.00
Oct. 19—70 Phillip Rollock Lost Book 3.12
Oct. 26—70 Joan Morse Lost Book 5.43
Nov. 6—70 State of N. H. School Lunch—-Sept. 144.72
Nov. 23—70 Selectmen Apprcp. 12,000.00
Dec. 7 70 Selectmen Approp. 45,000.00
Dec. 11—70 State of N. H. School Lunch--Oct. 170.52
Dec. 15—70 State of N. H. Sweepstakes 1,463.30
Dec. 30—70 Ayer Insurance Company Rebate on Ins>. 7.00
Jan. 4—71 Selectmen Approp. 25.000.00
Jan. 28—71 Selectmen Approp. 10,000.00
Jan. 27—71 State of N. H. School Lunch--Nov. 159.39
Feb. 8—71 Selectmen Approp. 15,000.00
Feb. 8—71 State of N. H. School Lunch--Dec. 144.70
Feb. 4—71 Holderness Outing Club Gym Rental 15.00
Feb. 8 71 State of N. H. Readiness Project 27.00
Mar. 5—71 Selectmen Approp. 10,000.00
Mar. 16—71 Mrs. Carl Eisner Filing Fees 5.00
Mar. 1 71 State of N. H. Forest Reserve 155.84
Mar. 19—71 State of N. H. School Lunch--Jan. 265.48
Mar. 22 71 Selectmen Approp. 10,000.00
Apr. 1—71 State of N. H. School Lunch—-Feb. 189.32
Apr. 19—71 Selectmen Approp. 45,000.00
May 31—71 Selectmen Approp. 45,691.50
May 7—71 State of N. H. School Lunch--Mar. 308.14
June 8—71 State of N. H.
























































Adopted School Calendar for 1972 - 1973



























— Schools Close - Thanksgiving Recess
— Schools Reopen
— Schools Close - Christmas Recess
— Schools Reopen
— Schools Close - Mid-Winter Recess
— Schools Reopen
— Schools Close - Spring Recess
— Schools Reopen
— Schools Closed - Memorial Day
— Schools Close - Summer Recess
This Calendar provides for 184 School Days and 6 days for Teacher Workshops.
State Law requires 180 complete school days. Time beyond that may be used







Tax rate — $65/M
EXEMPTIONS
Veteran— $50 credit on tax (Exvet)
Elderly — $1,900 credit on assessment (Exeld)
RESIDENCY
R — Resident










Adams, Leroy & Beulaih













Anderson, Olav T. &
Ruth S.




Riely, James E. &
John W.
Archfield, Au^stus T.
Armstrong, John C. &
Constance A.
Arnold, J. Herbert &
Beryl
Ash, David B. &
Nancy T.
Avery, Frank K &
Eva iM.
Avery, Maurice W. &
Madeline S.
Avery, Mona A.
Avery, Richard P &
Ivis M.
Avery, Thomas J.
Ayer, Charles J. 2nd
& Frances C.
R Trailer






R House & Id , Rt. 175
Exvet
NR Hodges cove shld 395*
NR Baker shld & cottage
R 183' shld & cottage
NR Trailer
NR 100' shld & cottage 5,500
2 boats 150
NR 750' shld & 3 cottages
NR Boat
NR 250' Pariseau shld
& cottage
NR IHawkins Id & bldg
NR 200' shld & cottage 8,550
2 boats 370
NR 379' shld & cottage 12,090
Boat 250
NR 480' shld & cottage
F. B. Allen prop.
NR 184' shld & cottage
R 5A Id & bldg
NR 1/3 int. Thurber Id 2,800
3/36 int. Cottage cove 300
R Trailer
R Ld & bldg
R Ld & bldg, Rt. 175
R Ld & bldg
R Ld & bldg
Exvet
R 5A Id & bldg
Exvet





























Description TotalNAME Res, of Property ASSESSMENT ASSESSMENT
Ayers, Robert F. &
Elizabeth A. R Ld & trailer 1,520
Ayotte, Robert &
Roberta NR Tear shld & cottage 3,300
Bailey, Kenneth E. &
Doris E.; Bailey, Ray
& Eleanor ; Pearce->
Lowell NR 2 1/2A Pine Knot
Lodge Assoc. 3,300
Baker, Benjamin A. R Boat 100
Baker, Evelyn;
Graves, Arita NR Biggin prop 12,600
Barr place & gift shop 8,400
Boat 100 21,100
Baker, Kenneth iM. &
Shirley E. R 5A Id & bldgs 2,500
Baker, Ravmond R. &
M. Lillian NR 26A McDonald prop 7,700
Brogren prop 4,000 11,700
Baker, Loren &
iLinda M. R 8A Evans Id & bldg 3,415
Balling-er, Wynne S. NR 6 boats 1,250
Barlow, Kevin J. &
Anne E. R Ld & bldg, River 'St.
Exvet (2)
2,970
Barnes, William S. &
Mary W. NR 1 7A 635' shld & cottage 18,960
Fairclough wood lot 250 19,210
Barr, Dr. William A.. iNR Boat 950
Barry, Donald T. &
Emmy L. NR %A Young Id & bldg 1,680
Barry, Ellen C. NR Gardner Id & bldg 6,500
600' shld & cottage 17,700 24,200
Barton, Richard W. &
Aleta M. R Boat 150
Batchelder, Norma !M R Ld & bldg River St. 3,780
Batman Company NR T,«nd 3,600
Real, George J. R White Oak Motel 30,000
Pears, Charles R. R Trailer 1,500
Beenhouwer, Owen &
Lillemore NR lA Bios Id 260
Bei1, Pierce &
Kathryn S. R 200A Smith farm
& bldgs 5,420
7RA Brown Pasture 1,125
7^A Eastman l^t 1,125
44' Nicolay shld 700 8,370
Bellaud, Jean D. &
Urilda B. NR Cotton Cove, lots 5 &
5A, bldgs 3,300
Bellevance, Peter A. &
Helen S. NR Camp Sandborn 4,400
Boat 50 4,460








Bennett, John T. Jr.
Bennett, Miles N.




Bergen, Elsten & Nancy
Bergren, Richard V.
Berry, Mrs. Bertha W.
Bettencourt, Albert H.





Blanchard, Mrs. Ella M.




Bios, Peter & Merta






F. P. Bowden, Inc.
Boyce, Mrs. Linden






NR Morgan Id & camp
NR 8A H. Small Id.
NR 1/3 int. Thurber Id
& bldgs
1/36 int. cottager's cove
NR Golf course,, Mt.
Prospect Rd., 75A
NR 2.5A C. Berry place
Capron Id
Porter Id
NR 176' shld & Pine Lodge
NR Ld Shepard Hill Rd.
NR 50' shld & camp
NR lA Id & cottage
R 2A Little Holland Caibins
NR 300' sihld, boathouse
& cottage
NR Spohrer Id & bldg
NR 45A Bean Place
ISA Whitman
prop & bldg
NR lA Bios Id
NR 100A Huckins pasture
R Boat basin & shop
NR 400' sihld Adams Id
& cottage
Boat
NR 83' King shld &
cottage
R 1.2A Id & cottage,
E, Holderness




NR 14A Pinemere Prop, Inc. 8,300
3 boats 260




































3 boats 2,569 12,269
Brayshaw, Donald &
Evelyn NR Kelly Id & cottage 8,225
Bresnahan, Thomas &







Brock, Everett A. &
Ora L.
Brogren, Donald A. &
Nancy R.





Brown, Earl & Myra
Brown, Earl F. &
Marguerite C.
Brown, Ernest E. & Ida
Brown, Ida P., in trust
for Orville Tyrrell &
Mildred M. Plaisted




Brown, Miss Lucille M.
Brown, Natalie L.
Brown, Roger iS. &
Edith C.
Brown, Roy H. &
Bernice D.
Brown, J. Wilcox
Buckley, Arthur iF. &
Frances M.
Burleigh Farm Assoc.







R Intervale Id & bldgs 5,380
Exvet
NR Cannon shld & cottage 7,150
Boat 170 7,320
R Trailer 300
R Lot & bldg Rt. 175 700
NR Trailer 1,900
R Trailer 2,500
R 4A Id, bldgs, office 6,500
R Bldg only 800
R 3A Rt. 175 250
R 4A Id & house 4,520
R 104' shld & cottage 3,185
NR lA lot, 100' shld
Buffum Prop & boathouse 9,000
NR Finistere Point & camp 6,600
Boat 600 7,200
NR Lot 5, Chocorua Point 1,760
NR Trailer 1,200
NR 3 boats 380
NR 60' Levoy shld &
Cottage 3,000
R M. F. Webster hmstd. 17,400
Mooney Poin^ 28,237
lllA Pine Hill 8,350
440A Mt. Livermore 4,400
400A New Discovery Id 2,400
600A Cotton Mt. 6,000
500A Sleeper Billows Id 5,000
40A Fairclough Id 1,000
22A Merrill & Basin Is. 9,680
50A Tobey Farm 7,889 90,356
R 1 1/2A Id & bldgs 3,760




Richard P. R 125A True Farm &
bldgs 41,097
Description TOTALNAME RES. OF PROPERTY ASSESSMENT ASSESSMENT
Byron, Evelyn S. NR Ld, E. Holderness 300
Galley, Roger NR Boat 100
Carnie, Norman &
Ethel C. R 4 1/2A Taylor Id & bldgs
Exvet
8,300
Carpenter, Jon L. R Trailer 3,040
Carson, Joseph &
Elizabeth NR 7V2A GVLelanson Id & bldg 3,840
Carson, Richard 0. &
Yvonne M. NR 281/2 Id & bldgs 6,700
Carter, Nettie R Trailer 1,220
Carvelli, Joseph A. &
Rose E. R lOOA, 100' shld &
bldgs 11,200
Cass, George W. &
Bertha R VaAld&bldg 1,000
Ghabot, Andre &
Theresa
Chabot, Peter A. &
Alice H.





R Chocorua Point lots
14, 15, 16 & bldgs 4,800
18A Pearce Id & hmstd 6,455
Apt. house 11,400
NR 120' shld & cottage
R lA Id & bldg
R lA Id & house 4,520
Shop 510
Ld & house 6 River St. 4,380
Ld & house 14 River St. 5,500












24A Id Rt. 175
'Exvet
lA Id & bldg,
Airport Rd.
R 5/8A Id & trailer
NR 50' shld & cottage
NR Cata Acres Id, 5A
NR 10 A Id
R Ld & bldgs Rt. 3
Noyes, Ora R Trailer
Chayer, Nora I. R Trailer
Exvet
Chenard, Peter NR BOA, 100' shld &
cottage
Cheney, Frank L. NR Boat
Chestnut Hill Farm
















Description TotalNAME Res. of Property Assessment Assessment
Chevalier, Bruce P. &
Erika NR Mathew's lot #2
& cottage 1,350
Childs, Marion R Trailer 1,425
Choate, Thomas H. &
Jane NR 50A Webster Id & bldgS 43,700
Christoff, Kosta &
Euphemia NR 11/2A iHillside Inn & Id 8,140
Cicco, Michael, Jr. &
Beverly NR 5A Id & cottages 16,000
Cizynski, William &
Phoebe NR 125' shld & bldgs 6,370
Clapper, William &




Rosalie NR 150A Id & hmstd 7,500
50A Id 570 8,070
Exvet
Clay, John G. NR 7 1/2A Id 1,000
Closson, David &
Mildred C. R 4A Id & bldgs 5,340
1/36 int. Cottager's
cove 100 5,440




Colburn, Marion W. R Ld & bldg 2,750
Colby, Richard NR Boat 152
Coleman, C. Bruce &
Elizabeth S. R Trailer
Exvet
2,200
Collins, William G. &
Sophie E. R 100' shld & cottages 8,200
Trailer 3,00c) 11,200
Exvet
Comeau, Arthur G. R 3A Id & bldg, New
Discovery Rd. 1,500
Exvet
Comegys, Walker B. Jr. NR 340' Begole shld &
cottage 18,340
Conkey, Flora R Ld & bldg 2,700
Exeld 800
Conklin, John C. &
Nancy W. NR 500' shld & cottage 14,850
Connary, Harlan T. NR Boat 180
Connary, Merlin F. &
Jeanette D. NR 200' Finistere shld 2,250
Conrad, Doris B. NR 50' shld 2,950
Conrad, Frederick J. &
Mary W. R 42A Id & hmstd 17,300
18A Id 1,700 19,000
Converse, Mrs. Jessie R Little Normandy Cabins
& hmstd 11,810
Description TOTALNAME Res. OF Property Assessment Assessment
Converse, John L. &
Ruth B. NR 135A Id & bldg.
Perch Pond Rd. 4,500
Converse, Rudolph &
Betty W. R 39A Felton Id & bldg 5,000
Coolidge, Harold J. NR Long Lsland (part) 12,100
U'.opia Island 7,100
Boat 2,500 21,700
Copenihaver, Dr. L. B. NR Boat 100
Corbette, Derwood W. &
Mavis 0. R Land & bldgs 3,720
Cote, George & Helen NR 100' shld & cottage 4,900
Boat 200 5,100
Cote, Richard I. &
Helen A. R Trailer 1,160
Crane, Dr. Henry D. &
Emily T. NR Hadley Island 2,750
3 boats 1,100 3,850
Crawford, Mrs.
Elizabeth K.
Crone, [Mrs. Katherine G
NR 40A, 800' shld & bldgs 22,760
3 boats 400
NR 7y2A, 500' shld &
23,160
cottage 15,960
Crosby, Robert H. NR Boat 100
Crowell, Dr. William )M.
& Barbara H. NR 400' Whittall shld &
cottage 15,600
3 boats 350 15,950
Crowley, Mary E. NR Maynard sihld & cottage 4,400
Cummings, Charles Jr. NR Giles shld & cottage
(Jeanette Miller prop)
3,300
Cunningham, Charles H. NR Shld & cottage 8,250
2 boats 200 8,450
Curran, Florence L. NR Woodman shld «&
cottage 5,000
Currier, Bertram K. &
Patricia R Ld & bldgs,
Mt. Prospect Rd. 6,000
Currier, Charles iL. &
Frances R Ld & bldgs
Exvet
4,910
Currier, Dorothy A. R Ld & bldgs 1,650
Currier, Elwin A. NR 30A Piper prop.
Id & bldgs 4,640
Currier, Preston B. &




Currier, Richard L. &
Barbara C. R Ld & bldgs 4,000
Currier, Stuart H. &















Dana, Donald E. &
Evangeline W.
Danforth, Worthen IM. &
Celia M.









Davis, Milton A. &
Doris I.
Davis, Walter IM. &
Dagmar S.
Davis, Wendell J.





NR .Maynard prop 5,800
3 ibaats 1,520 7,320
R Shld & cottage 5,875
NR Greenleaf Id & bldgs 2,700
NR Shoreland & cottage 4,400
R Twitchell Id & bldgs 5,500
R Ld & bldgs 600
NR 3.5A White Oak shld
& cottag-es 4,950
NR 1/2A Tyler Id & bldg 4,000
4A Northrup Id & bld^ 13,300
7/36 int. Cottager's
cove 700 18,000
NR 675' shld, Paley prop
& bldgs 46,284
3 boats 1,500 47,784
R 600' shld & bldgs,
Coxboro Rd. 10,660
R 4A Id & bldgs 2,700
R Ld & bldg, N. Ashland 1,000






NR 100' shld, cottage &
boathouse





NR 3A Intervale Id
& garage
R 5.5A Pulsifer Id
& bldgs
Exvet




NR lA McCread Id & cottage
R Ld & bldgs,
Asquam Hill



















Demers, iMaurice W. &
Ruby IM.
Demers, Robert G. &
R Ld & bldg, Rt. 175 3,000
Trailer 1,440 4,440
Judith A. R Ld & unfin house.
Rt. 175 2,170
Denison, Mary S. NR 2 boats 1,230
DeWitt, Reginald F., MB NR Shld & cottage 4,000
Boat 1,700 5,700
Dilorio, Mrs. IMildred NR Leavitt Sihld & cottage 3,850
Dixon, Robert & Brenda R Trailer
Exvet (2)
2,850
Doane, Donald D. R 2 boats 490
Doggett, Edward NR Shld & cottage 3,850
Boat 190 4,040
Downes, Richard T. &
Joan C. R 34A Sinclair Id
& house 14,400
Downes, Dr. William
G. Jr. NR Shld & cottage 6,600
Downing, Jonas T. &
Laura M. R Shepard Park, Lots 13 &
14; cottage & garage 3,250
Exeld 1,350
Dragon, Robert &
Mary L. R Trailer 1,800
Dubeau, Mrs. Nellie R lA Smith Id & camp 380
Dunnell, William W. Jr. NR Great Is. (part) &
camp 9,350
Gay lot & boathouse 1,130
3 boats 175 10,655
Duran, Carlos &
Caroline iNR Boynton prop; motel
& restaurant 16,500
Durgin, Paul S. NR 60' Proctor shld &
cottage 2,560
60' Nelson shld &
cottage 2,360 4,920
Dunton, Elaine R 35A Id & house 2,720
Dyment, John T. &
Ruth I. NR iHopeman Id & cottage 3,300
Eagle, Harry NR 3 1/2A Drew Id & camp;
Coxboro Rd. 1,870
Eames, Robert C. R Boat 380
Eastman, Barry &
Sharon R Trailer & Id 2,755
Eastman, Edward T. &
Florence H. R Ld, cottage & trailer 1,000
Eastman, Lillian A. R Ld & bldgs.
Asquam (Hill 3,300
Eastman, Robert 0. &
Janet NR Shld & cottage 4,000







Eisner, Carlton L. &
iGertrude L.
Evans, John J. Jr.





















Felton, Ambrose J. &
Anne L.
Field, Logan S. &
Flora B.
R 80A New Discovery
Id & bldgs 4,000





300' shld; White Oaks
lots 1, 2, 3, 25 3,000
Boat 400
8. 7A New Discovery Rd.
1/2A Leavens Id & bldg 880
IV2A shld & cottage 5,000
Boat 350
NR 50' sihld & cottage
R IVsA lot 10, Davis Id,
Heritage Hill
NR Jones pasture
R Farm & bldgs
NR 22A Clark prop




NR 39A Lucy Schmuck prop
NR 140A Webster prop
R Ld, trailer, garage, Rt. 3 3,380
Boat


















Id & house 14,495
Field, iMark G. NR Boat 100
Field, W. Stanley &
Carlotta M. NR 500' shld & camp 15,400
Finence, John NR 280' shld & cottage.
Cotton Cove 6,610
Boat 300 6,910
Fiore, Dante IM. &
Elizabeth T. R 3y2A IMartel Id & housei 4,570
lA Smith prop 495 5,065
Fischer, Rudolph J. NR Shld, cottage & garage 17,600
Boat 250 17,850
Fitzpatrick, James J. &











Fletcher, John E. &
Elizabeth D.
Flint, Laurence B. &
Elizabeth M.
Forbes, Arthur W. &
Dorothy iH.
Ford, Robert W. &
Patricia D.




























NR 600' shld & 6 bldgs
NR 600' shld, 3 cottages
Boat
R 17A Id Rt. 113
51A Id & bldgs
Exeld
Exvet




NR NielFen prop, Rt. 3
R lA camp & Id
NR Boat
NR 110' shld & bldg,
Evan's cove
NR Lots 11 & 19,
White Oak Shores
R Hou?e & apt.
NR Ld & bowling Alley
Store
NR Boat
NR Ld at Livermore Falls
NR 28A Webster Id
NR Boat
NR Boat
NR Ogden Id & cottage
3 boats
NR Shld & cottage
.NR 3A .Merrill Id,
Mt. Prospect Rd.





































R Ld & camp 660
NR 25' shld, lot 4
Cotton cove 570



















Gordon, Richard L. &
R lA Id & bldg, Rt. 3 6,570
McLoud Id 1,630 8,200
NR 100' shld & cottage 4,760
R 9A Id & .bldg, Rt. 175 840
Exeld 000
R Trailer 1,330
NR Willoughby Id 550
NR 30A Id & bldgs,
Shepard Hill; boathouse,











NR 400A Avery Id,
Coxboro Rd.
R 75A Id & bldgs 2,815
5,555
Gladys P. R 37A Id & bldgs, Rt. 3








2 boats 500 19,700
GoFs, Russell p. &
Mary IL. R Shld & 12 cottages,
Cotton Cove 16,000
8 boats 400 16,400
Exvet
Gould, Lela B. NR 250* shld &
cottage, 4A 6,750
Goyette, Richard G. &




Graton, Arnold M. R Black Horse Motel 12,500
R Ld & cabins 7,500 20,000
Graton, Arnold M.
& Elizabeth A. R Ld & house 2,200
Grfiton, Stanley E. &
Janice R Austin Id & trailer 1,900



















Description TotalNAME Res. of property Assessment Assessment
Gregg, Virginia I. NR 2 1/2A Id & cottage,
iMooney Point 11,550
Ogden lot #6 3,300
Swan prop 1,815 16,665
Grossman's, L. & Sons,
Inc. NR Avery Id 1,000
Willoughby Id & bldgs 2,760
Wiggin lot 1,000
Brown Id & bldgs 3,000
iLd & sheds 2,550
Mill & bldgs 3,500 13,810
Grumman, G. 'Sterling NR lA Otis shld & cottage 3,660
Longfellow cottage 6,764
Boat 1,950 12,374
Guion, Richard P. &




Gulf Oil Co. NR McCutchin Id & bldg 23,064
Guilliams, Ralph E. NR Davison lot & camps 3,600
Haan, Peter & Elsie M. R McLoud Id & ibldgs 5,560
Exvet
Hack, Bert H. & R Ld & house,
iMarion S. Mt. Prospect 13,975
Haines, Edith M. NR 169' shld & cottage 5,250
Haley, Donald &
Pearl M. R Trailer 1,900
Hall, iMrs. Kathryn NR 178 shld Livermore cove 4,000
iHall, Lester I. &
Lucille M. R lA Id & house,
E. Holderness 1,860
54A iM. Henry prop,
Coxboro Rd. 615
30A P. iHall Id.,
E. Holderness 2,600
Portable Mill 150 5,225
Ham, Dr. T. Hale &
Fanny C. NR <Moon Is. 40A 7,700
Hanaford, Harold C. &
(Florence 'M. R Ld & bldgs, Rt. 3 4,010
Boat 175 4,185
Exvet
Hanna, Mrs. Paul E. NR 300' shld & cottage 8,200
Hanson, Frederick R Trailer
Exvet
1,200
Harlow, Douglas C. &
A. Patricia NR King shld & bldg 1,575
Boat 50 1,625
Harris, Henry U. &
Mary W. NR 4A Willoughby Id &
cottage; lots 17 & 18 22,000







Harris, H. Russell &
Patricia A. R 1.6A Id & bldgs,
Heritage Hill 11,760
Harrison, iSteven A. &
(Martha R Ld, cabins, & house, Rt. 3 8,800
Hartley, Eugene L. &
Ruth E. NR 75A Avery Id 1,425
Hartshorn, Lindsay R Trailer
Exvet
2,200
Hartwell, Hubert C. Jr.
& Lillian G. R Trailer & garage only 1,680
Hartwig, Romain E. NR 180A Hubbard est. &
Whitman Id 4,895
Haseltine, Beulah &
Knudsen, Josephine NR 1,000' River shld & bldgs 16,500
HaseP.ine, Franklin L. NR Boat 200
Hawkins, Clifton H. &
Dorice M. R 3A Id & bldgs, Rt. 3
Exvet
4,000
'Hawkins, Kenneth R. &
Thelma NR IT Bastow shld & cottage 7,650
Hawley, Frank J. Jr. &
Alethea W. NR 100' shld & camp,
Mooney Point 7,00C1
2 boats 23() 7,230
Hayes, David G. &
Janice E. R Ld & bldgs, Rt. 3 3,15';r
Boat 200 3,357
Hayes, Marjorie S. R 8A Id & bldgs, Rt. 175 2,000
Heath, Anna M. R Lots 15 & 16,
3 cottages; Rt. 3 5,500
Heath, Harry L. R 14A Id & houpe, Rt. 175 2,200





Heath, Laura (M. Exeld
Heath, Lester A. R Pearl Id & camp 380
K ^ 40A Id & bldgs 3,610
Henderson, James Jr. ^ Exvet
Ruth W.
Henry, Mrs. Vina (M. NR 110' shld & cottage 5,000
R 35A Id & bldgs,
Hession, Anne S. Coxboro Rd. 4,420
Hiam, Peter NR Keith Id & bldgs 4,400
NR 50A Chestnut Hill Assoc,
Hickman, Henry J. & 1 Id & bldgs 35,200
Emily J.
R 125' phld, Ogden lot 4
& cottage 6,740
2 boats 640 7,380
Hill, Katherine A. R Ld & bldgs, Rt. 175 1,650
IHill, Lewis G. &




Description 1 TotalNAME Res OF Property ASSESSMENT ASSESSMENT
Hill, A. Walter &
Donna K. R Ld & bldgs 2,750
Shepard Hill Id 570 3,320
Exvet
Hill, Walter W. &





Hilliker, Eugene F. &






Hodges, Elisabeth R 4A Piper Id & house 3,155
Hodges, Peter G. &
Elizabeth W. R 4 1/2A Id & bldg, Rte. 3 3,570
Holderness iSchooI
for Boys R 662A Id, bldgs &
School plant 448,850
$150,000 exemption 298,850
Hole, Allen D. &
Helen G. NR 1/4A Laurel Is. & camp 6,212
Holland, Ralph R. &
Myrtle T. R i/>A Id & bldgs, Rt. 3
Exvet
4,620
Hollister, William H NR 2 Boats 250
Hovey, Kenneth J. &
Nancy L. NR 50' shld Cotton Cove
& cottage 10,470
Hovey, William B. &
Marilyn R. R 1 A Id & house, Rt. 3 4,320
Boat 200 4,520
Howe, Arthur, Jr. NR Boat 300
Howe, Charles A. &
Eva L.
R 11/2A Id & bldgs, Rt. 175 3,210
(Howe, Charles P. R 8K' shld & bldgs 2,890
Howe, David P. &
138A Id & bldgs 3,070 5,960
Amelia M. R 50A farmland & bldgs 2,065
1/3A lot & camp 350 2,415
Howe, David P. Jr. &
Joyce L. R lA land & bldgs
Exvet
1,700
/Howe, Harold II NR Boat 100
Howell, Jerome NR Boat 100
Howland, Glenroy NR Trailer 1,073
Hubley, David & Dawn R Ld & bldgs 3,000
Exvet
Hubley, Earl P. &




Huckins, Florence M. R 130A Chase Id & bldgs 6,860
Huckins, Leroy S. &
Laura P NR R. Piper Id,














Hunt, Leonard & Shirley
Hunt, Rev. Marshall
Hunter, Alice E., estate
Hurd, William A. &
Phyllis J.
R 1/2A Shaw Id
R 5A Hunter Id & bldgs,
Johnson, Wilfred J.
Jones» Gordon H. &
iLeona A.
(Kaplan, Mrs. iSaraih J.
& cottage
R 1.2A Young Id & bldgs
Exvet
R Craig Id & bldgs
NR iMay shld
150
R 52 1/2A Id & bldgs 4,330
80A Webster Id 1.520
l^/^A Intervale Id 150 6,000
R 220' shld & cottage 8,750
Boat 350 9,100
NR Boat 230
R 7A Id, bldg & trailer 3,062
R Ld & cottage 3,040
R 29A Webster Id
& house 13,440
13 lots. White Oak Pond 3,800
Trailer 900
Boat 380 18,520
NR 16A Webster Id Rt. 113 3,600
Boat 380 3,980








Hyde, Harold E. &
iMary R. NR l^/^A Barry .Mines
Id & bldgs 4,500
Ireland, Clifford E. &
Harriet A. NR 1^2' shld, Pinehaven
Motel & 8 cottages 18,700
Ireland, Roy B. &
Anne L. NR Lots 7, 8, 21, 22
White Oak Pond 14,330
3 boats 704 15,034
Irvine, Daniel J. &
Teresa G. NR 5A Mathews* prop &
5 cottages 4,ono
Jaquith, Arnold R Trailer 1,520
Jesse, Thomas J. NR Dean Lot 550
Jirkovsky, Charles W. R Trailer 400
Johndroe, iM. Elizabeth
& Keener, Doris 32A Huckins Id & bldgs 3,250
Johnson, David C. NR Boat 100
Johnson, Frederick C. &
Rhea S. R Ld & bldgs
Exvet
3,600
Johnson, Lee T. &











Karsten, Herbert H. &
Mary C.
Keefer, Scott K.
Keith, Mrs. Susan B.
R 5A Ethel Piper place 4,427
NR Boat 190
NR 90A Cromwell Point &
boathouse 22,260
71/^A Amesbury Id &
bldgs 10,130
3A Barry Mills prop 800
lA Bacon Id & cottage 6,190
8/36 int Cottager's
cove 800 40,180
NR 85' shld & cottage 3,990Kelley, Barbara
Kelley, John J. &
Anna G. NR Shld & bldgs 4,400
Kellogg, Howard &
iFrances P. NR lOA Webster Id &
bldgs 21,720
Boat 100 21,820
Kemple, Camilla NR 174^ iMain shld &
house 3,839
75A Piper Id 855 4,694
Kennedy, Albert C. &
Joan H. R Ld & bldgs, Rt. 175 3,500
Keniston, Davis B. III NR 275' shld,
Red Lodge & cottages 8,300
Keniston, Priscilla L. NR Boat 40
Kent, Gordon E. &
Denise R. R Giroux Id & bldgs 5,707
Kimball, Brian &
'Christine R Trailer 2,600
King, Harlan, Jr. &
Janet E. R 2A Id & house 5,530
King, James E. ,NR 50' Ball shld &
cottage 4,350
King, Mrs. Joan R 43A Baker Id & house 4,910








Jean D. NR 3/7 int. King shld &
cottage 1,263
Kittridge, George W. NR Boat 200
Knapp, Arthur J R 3A Id & bldgs,
Coxboro Rd. 1,775
Kuhn, Louis C. Jr. &
Nancy H. NR 550' Cannon shld &
cottage 17,480
Ladd, Robert NR Blueberry Is.
White Oak Pond 600
Ladeau, Liza A. R 35A Id & trailer 1,470
Lafoe, David & Theresa R Trailer 1,800
Lambert, Elizabeth E. NR 7A Owl Brook Id
& camp 1,650







Lamson, David F. NR 2A shld & cottage 4,500
Boat 800 5,300
Lanier, Mrs. Sidney 3A Camp Algonquin,
Merritt Id & boathouse 27,615
Boat 950 28,565
LiaiPlant, Roger & Irene R Trailer 1,820
LaRue, Edward W. P. NR Boat 200
Latvis, J. C. NR Boat 150
Laug-hy, Gladys R Ld & trailer 2,870
Exeld 970
Laware, Lucy E. R Camp
Exvet
550
Lawrence, 0. Kent NR 73A Whitman prop 832
100' iPulsifer shld 1,140
5A lot & cottage.
White Oak Pond 6,213 8,185
Leavitt, 'Guy L. & Irene NR Orville iSmall shld &
cottage 4,500
Lee, William E. &
Joyce E. NR 200' Speer shld & cottage
15A, Mooney Point 9,520
Leech, John V. R 4 34A Id & bldgs,
Bennett Cove 11,000
Exvet
Lenentine, Halstone 0. &





Levesque, John W. NR 24A A. Blanchard prop
t
Rt. 175 600
Levin, George E. &
Anna M. NR 5A Colliander prop 9,200
LeVoy, Milan C. &
Doris E. NR 250' shld, Morning Star
Camp, East Wind cottage 11^00
Xiivens, John H. &
(Mary A. NR 600' shld, 2 1/2A &
Bldgs 38,200
Long, Harold C. &
Doris M. R Shld & 2 cottages 8,000
Boat 300 8,300
Exvet
Long, Joseph L. NR 100' shld, Davison Id,
46A 9,100
Lord, Russell H. R lA Id & bldgs 8,436
Lovett, Richard NR 1/2 int., 75' Bruchon
shld & cottage 2,250
4 boats 350 2,600
Lovett, A. Sidney NR lOA & house.
Coxboro Rd. 7,210
2 cottages 1,325 8,535
19
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Lovett, A. Sidney Jr. NR lA Id & cottage,
Coxboro Rd. 5,860
16A Hawkins Id 1,120
35A Cilley Id 2,250
V2 int., 75' Bruchon
shld & cottage 2,250
3 boats 430 11,910
Lowies, Roland &
Doris C. R Shld & cottage.
Cotton Cove 5,760
Boat 600 6,360
Luhtala, Arthur N. &
Silence T. R Trailer 1,800
Boat 200 2,000
Lunny, Josepih A. &
Dorothy E. NR 2A Id & 2 cottages,
iMoryl prop 2,860
Luquer, Thatcher P. &
'Elizabeth R. NR 200' shld, Webster Id &
cot^-ages, 7.13A 11,090
Baat 150 11,240
Lyman, Frank Jr. NR Kilpatrick Id &
sap house 1,600
Boat 380 1,980
Lyman, Jean NR Shld & 2 cottages 16,500
8 boats 600 17,100
McAfee, Stephen &
Charlene R Trailer 2,240
IMcAulay, Mrs. Alice G. R 50' shld.
Davison Ayer Id 1,140
3 cottages & garage 4,720 5,860
McCarthy, James T. &
iG^nevieve R li^A Moore Id & bldgs5 3,850
Shld, house & cabins 17,000
3 boats 300 21,150
McCIay, Theodore R. &
Ruth R 1%A Id & bldgs
Exvet
2,418
McCormack, Alice R. R Trailer 1,160
McCormack, John C. &
Euna R I-d & bldg. River St.
Exvet
3,870
McCormack, Euna R Lot. River St,lA 380
Nellie Ames prop 1,000 1,380
McCormack, Eugene R. &
Erma E. ' R Ld & body shop 2,200
McCormack, Kenneth & W "'
Marjorie NR Trailer 1,140
Fonpp & lo^-, River St. 2,628 3,768
McDowell, Miss Ann NR 19A Id, Seven Pines Rd 1,600
McCuin, Clifford &
Florence R 4A Bragg prop,
Mt. Prospect Rd. 6,248
McCutcheon, Stanley D.








McLane, Wm. & Carol








.Mack, Alice G. R 1/2A Id & bldg





iMain, IMiss Alice A.
Marden, Robert W.
IMardin, Mark A. &
Jacqueline
IMardin, Richard E. &
NR Ouelette Id & cottage
NR 91A Piper Id & bldgs.
White Oak Pond
NR iMarden Id, Rt. 113










Elizabeth A. R 60A Id & bldgs,
Rt. 175 4,000
iMark, Robert B. &
Theonie D. NR lA Id & camp, Rt. 175 500
Marriott, Emmet J. &
Catherine NR 100' shld & cottage,
Cotton Cove 5,300
Boat 100 5,400
Marsh, Irvine R. NR lA Closson Id
& cottage 4,300





Margaret R 7 1/2A Id & bldgs,
Coxboro Rd. 6,300
Martel, William R. R %A Downing prop,
Rt. 175 1,100
Martz, William B. &
Elsa N. NR 45A Id & cottage 5,500
Matheson, Kenneth NR Smith Id 1,000
Mathews, Harold W. &
Janet L. R 22A Id, shld & cottage.
Cotton Cove 7,000
May, Richard T. &
Mae F. NR 280' shld 5,350
iMay, Dr. Rollo NR 45A Id, house, guest
house, Coxboro Rd. 11,540
Boat 100 11,640
Meade, Mrs. Marjorie :NR Shld & cottage 9,700
Meakin, John B. &
Dorothy D. NR 7 1/2A Goodrich Id &
cottage, Coxboro Rd. 3,000
Boat 100 3,100
Melanson, Elwin R. &









Melendy, (Morton B. &
Althea V.
Merrill, IMrs. Gladys W.
Merrill, Mrs. Jo>aTi L.
Merrill, Robert L. &
Gloria J.
iMetcalf, Clarence
Metcalf, Dr. Joanna A.
Metevier, Homer; est.
Miclon, Delphia W. &
Gertrude E.
Miller, Brandon G. &
Henrietta I.
.Miller, Charles




iMiller, iPaul F. Jr.
Miller, Russell C.
Milliken, iSylvia J.
Miner, Mrs. Edith P.
iMines, Barry T.
Monti, Mrs. Elizabeth K.
iMoren, Russell R.
Morgan, John P.
R Ld & cottage #1 4,300
Ld & cottage #2 4,300
Ld & hmstd 2,000
Plant Id 320
20A Jewell Id 380
20A iMerrill Id 1,500
36A Evans' Id 680
C. Melanson Id & house 2,000
%A Intervale Id 200
,
lA Hatch Id & camp 380 16,060
NR 50' sihld & cottage,
Rt. 3 3,450
R 71A Id & bldgs 4,030
R Lots 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22. Apt. house 10,500
Exvet
R lA Id & trailer 2,280
NR Boat 600
NR Ld & cottage 2,000
Boat 800 2,800
R 4A Id & bldg.
N. Ashland Rd. 2,100
lA Downing Id & bldg 1,000 3,100
R 50' shld & bldgs 9,140
10A Pariseau Id 1,140
Boat 200 10,480




R lA Id & bldg
Exvet
3,600
NR lA Id & gift shop 4,500
NR Mudgett Id 500
NR 2 boats 350
NR School house, E. Hold. 850
R Ld & house 2,800
Exvet
R Pariseau Id & bldg 4,600
325' shld, Marden lots
5 & 6; 450' river shld
6 3 bldgs
NR. 6/36 int. Cottagers*
cove
NR Shld & cottages
NR 2A Pulsifer Id & house 3,660
6A Taylor Id 1,140













iMorris, C. C, est.
iMorrison, Carl; &
iMusgrove, Donna M.
Morrissey, Thomas W. &
Barbara C.
Morrison, Ruth 'E.,









2 boats 200 28,240
NR Grace Hazen prop, shld,
2 cottages, garage 8,300
R Trailer & unfin barn 1,954
NR 1/3A IMorrison Is. 3,300
NR Boat 150
Jenness, Alfred R. NR Main shld &
Hubbies Is. 2,700
Morrison, Ralph B. &
Robert H. NR Shld & Camp iMeadowbank 6,150
IMorrison, Robert NR Boat 800
•Morse, Robert A. &






Moses, Harold A. &
Sarah W.
Muise, 'Martin V.
Mullen, Thomas N. T.
Muller, N.
Mumford, George S., est.










Nassar, Joseph G. &
Esther E.
NR 10 1^A Webster Id,
Bennett Brook 5,100












NR 151A Cox Pasture,
Coxboro Rd. 3,155
NR Boat 190
























N. E. Tel. & Tel.
N. H. Elec. Coop.
Newell, Robert L. &
Maude G.
NR 2y2A, 2 camps, Rt. 113 5,350
NR Webster lot 5,940
Boat 200 6,140
NR 4A Smith land & bldg 4,250
NR Electric plant 92,600
NR 100' shld & bldgs,
Mooney Point 5,330
Nielsen, Knud B. &
Mary E. R Lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 24,





Niles, Nancy R Ld & trailer 1,480
Nord, Elin 0. NR lA Id & camp.
White Oak Pond 1,620
Noyes, Edward L. &
Ann W. R 400A Conrad Id & bldgs 13,844
Noyes, iMorg"an P. NR 6 1/2A R-berts' Id &
Mdo^s, Coxboro Rd. 4,702
To t"*-age 456 5,158
Nutting, Everett W. NR Trailer 600
O'Donnell, Francis E. R 70A Id, house &
garage, Rt. 175 8,090
Oliveski, John Jr. &
Rosemary E. (NR 4A Jones' house & Id 7,700
01 sen, Russell NR Boat 840
Orton, Russell C. &
Janet B. NR 290', 2A shld &
cottasre 10,165
2 boats 425 10,590
Owen, Nelson L. &
Eva A. NR George Avery prop.
River 'St. 1,870
Owens, Henry E. NR Owens' Id, Rt. 113 1,100
Marden Id & cottage 4,400
Eastman cottage, river 3,970 9,470
Paddock, Elizabeth NR 125' Foster shld &
c^Hage 5,175
Sauire Id 500 5,675
Paglia, Mrs. Ann J. NR Wilder shld & cottag(3 6,600
Paris, F. Wynne NR 3 boats 400
Parker, Howard G. &
Margaret A. NR 1/2 int. Plant Id &
Kennedy cottage,
Cotton Cove 2,400
New garage 570 2,970
Parry, Sherman P. R Trailer 2,056
Peach, Gordon E. &
Martha NR 200' Lindsay shld &
cottage 11,210









Pease, B. F. &
(Mary; heirs
Pemi Fish & Game Club




Perkins, iMrs. Winnie W.
Perry, IMrs. Mary H.





Pickel, Frederick W. &
Sandra S.
Pike, Harold M. &
Norma E.
iPilote, Frank (Est. of
W. J. Krasuzki)
Piper, Julia F.
Piper, Richard P. Jr. &
NR 20A Hill wood lot 760
NR Pratt Id & clubhouse 3,550
R 100' shld, cottage,
garage 5,850
Boat 70 5,920
R 30A Id & hmstd 1,925
350' shld 8,000
Trailer 950 10,875
NR lA Id, E. Hold. 55
R 350' shld Little Squam 4,300
190' shld Big Squam &
cottage 2,850
lA Id & bldgs 3,414
Boat 150 13,964
NR 850' shld, 3A, Smith prop,
Id & bldgs. White Oak 7,850
21/^A Main prop 95
7A island.
White Oak Pond 760 8,705
NR Colliander lot 1,500
R 129' shld & cottage 6,560
Exvet
R 20A Miclon Id & bldgs 9,880
NR (Melanson Id 4,800
R Sorensen prop





NR 150A Glover Id
R Lots 1, 2, 3, 4 Shepard










Plant, David A. & Peggy NR House & lot 1,520






Plant, George A. &
Edith L. R
R




Plant, Mildred Mt. Prospect 1,200
Plantamura, Michael J. NR Shld & cot+age, Rt. 3 3,300
& Marion Shld & cottage,
Little Squam 3,850 7,150
25




(Elks) NR Ld & clubhouse 14,000
















Potter, Arthur R. &






Powell, Bernice M. NR 192' shld &
Camp Fayal 6,050
Preston, Elwyn G. Jr. NR 3 boats 480
Preston, Frederick B. NR boat 100
Preston, Rev. Richard
& Jerome
Pringle, Charles A. &
NR 48A Gehling Id; 0. A.
Brown prop;
9 cottages & garage 64,900
Lela C. NR 97' shld & cottage 4,590
3 boats 490 5,080
Public Service Co.
of N. H. NR Power lines 33,000
Pulsifer, Bertram &
Laura E. NR 35A Thompson Id &
bldgs 14,125
50A pasture Id 625
145A Fred Rowe prop 1,824
lA iMeade shld 1,100
Wood lot 110 17,784




160' Triplett shld 3,000 13,230
Exvet
Putnam, Verna R 40A Id & house 6,480
Ramsay, George W. &
Isabelle B. R Trailer
Exvet
1,080
Rand, Robert H. &
Juliet B. NR Ld & camp
Little Squam 4,840
Boat 200 5,040
Rand, Watson A. &
Irma S. NR Shld & cottage 6,600








Reardon, Rev. Arthur &
Tierny, James
Reardon, William J. &
Rita M.
NR Lot 9, McLoud Id 1,900
NR 43' shld, "The
Mountaineers", Shepard
iHill; rigiht of way to
boathouse 8,082
NR Lot 13, White Oak Shores
& bldg 6,500
Boat 175 6,675
Rich, John P. NR 6 boats 700
Rich, Norman A &
Marilyn R 3 14A McGrew prop & house 4,900
Rich, Mrs. Olive F. NR Shld & Arcadia Cottage 9,900
Richards, George S. R Boat 300
Richelson, Julius R Boat 125
Richer, Mrs. Antoinette NR Wilder shld & cottage 6,050
-Boat 300 6,350
Ricker, Albion 0. &
Mildred R 25A Id & house.
New Discovery Rd. 1,068
Trailer 1,000 2,068
Riehs, Martin J. Jr. &
Anne C. R Colonial Eagle Motel 24,000
Ristaine, Joseph A. &
Lucille E. NR MdLoud Id & bdlg 5,225
Rogers, Edward L. NR V2 int. Id & house,
formerly Delia Rogers , 1,450
Robinson, Arnold &



























93 boats 5,900 161,190
Ross, Archibald D. &




Description TotalNAME Res. of Property ASSESSMENT ASSESSMENT
Royea, Ibra D. & Agnes R 60A Potter Id
lOOA hmstd 3,780
Royea, Ibra D. & Ibra B. R 13A Id & house,
E. Hold. 2,09()
Garage 800 2,890
Rubert, Kennedy F. NR Boat 100
Rusby, Miss Dorothy NR 100' shld. Lot 4,
Chocorua Pt. & cottage 5,770
Russell, Anne !H. iNR 140A Frey prop 2,736
Russell, Marguerite P. NR 50' shld & cottage 5,700
Ryan, Robert & Jessica NR 85A Greenleaf prop 7,000
15A Graziano Id &
house 16,354 23,354
Ryea, Harold &
Barbara J. R Trailer 2,190
iSacco, Ralph & Edna NR Cottage & Id on
Shepard Hill 3,795
Saliba, Moses A, NR 100' shld & cottage;
garage 5,200
Boat 100 5,300
Sanborn, Blanche P. NR lOOA pasture Id 1,350
lA wood lot 190 1,540
Sanderson, Richard E. &




Lot 20, McLoud Id 1,000
Boat 675
Exvet 24,615
Sargent, Harrison A. R 2A Id & bldgs
Exvet
5,670
Sargent, Harrison F. R Ld & camp 1,900
Exeld 000
Sargent, Marcus V. R Trailer
Exvet
1,500
Sargent, 'Samuel F. &
Patsy R. R I;d & trailer 2,570
Garage 380 2,950
Exvet
Saulnier, Howard A. R Trailnr 2,ooa
Exeld 100
Sava, John & Patricia R 43A Knapp Id & house 4,560
Schmidt, Charles W. &
Lula 0. R 16A Squam Lakes Lodge 60,215
iScholz, iMiss Martha I. NR 106' shld & cottage 4,014
Schutter, George M. &
Alice K. (NR 260' sihld Camp
Tanglewood 9,900




Norman D. NR 80' shld.







Schwartz, Irving & Ida NR 100' shld & cottage,
Little Squam 4,860
Sewall, Harold A. NR IV2A Id & cottage 3,300
Shanker, Benjamin NR Boat 50
Shaw, Mrs.
Katherine R. NR %A shld & cottage 4,500
Shields, Bemice E. &
Henry G. Jr. R 50A Id & bldgs, Rt. 175 4,780
Exvet
Siek, Richard A. &





Mary L. ; Marion iS. NR 165A Greenleaf Id &
cottage 4,135
Sleeper, Maurice B. &




Sliva, Mrs. Patricia NR Trailer 100
Boat 250 350
iSmall, Cloyd E. NR 70' shld & cottage,
Little Squam 2,430
Small, Howard & iMary NR lOOA Smith Id
20A Benton Id &
1,500
sugar house 603 2,103
Smith, Barr & Judith NR 100' iMardin shld & bldgs 5,700
Smith, Darrell D. &
Joyce M. NR lA Mai hews' lot 15
& cottage 1,880
Boat 100 1,980
Smith, Dorothy NR 150' Leavitt shld &
cottage 5,050
Smith, .Mrs. Eleanor W . NR 536' Osborne Beach
390' Asquam prop &
12,200
boathouse 9,900
25' Keith beach 570
25' Asquam beach 570
i Keith shld & cottage 3,000
65A Shepard Hill prop,
5 cottages & water
tower 21,500
6A Goodrich Id &
tea house 2,000 49,740
Smith, George W. &
Gail A. R 5A Willoughby Id
& bldgs 2,806
Smith, iMrs. Gertrude NR 165' shld & cottage,
garage 5,920
Smith, Gordon W. &
Janice NR 1.3A lot 11,
Heritage Hill 550
29
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Smith, Gwendolyn E. R H. Smith Id & hmstd 4,400
Smith, Norman P. R lOOA Id & bldgs
275A iH. Smith Id &
4,950
camp 3,125
Ld & cottage 4,000
iMerrill Id 550
Piper Id 1,150 13,775
Smith, Norman P. Ji . R 3.6A Id & cottage
Exvet
4,000
Smith, Mrs. Preston R 400' shld & cottage,
Hodges' Cove 13,000
Smith, Stephen W. R Boat 225
Smith, Woodrow L. NR 45A Dinsmore prop,
Rf. 175 940
65A Frank Heath prop 1,254 2,194
Snow, Rev. Albert W •
& Janet NR 200', lot 7
Squam River 5,500
Boat 150 5,650
Soutter, Dr. Lamar NR Bowman Is., 25A 5,500
Boat 150 5,650
Spangler, iFrederick
R. Jr. & 'Claudia R Trailer 1,170
Spaulding, Philip D. NR Spaulding shld &
cottage 4,950
Spencer, Arnold W. &
Eveljm H. R 125' shld & house 9.680
Boat 200 9,880
Sperry, William H. NR Karsten Id 3,344
Squam Boats, Inc. NR 312' river frontage 4,800
Bldgs 25,500 30,300
Squam Lakes Assoc. NR Closson Id 1,100
Squires, Harry N. Jr. NR 124' shld & cottage 5,106
Stafford, Henry W. R 40A Seven Pines Rd.,
Id & bldgs 6,050
Stahl, Benjamin F. Jr. NR 200' Washburn shld 4,600
Stanley, Edward &
Marion J. NR 20A Forbes Id & bldg 1,178
St. Anselms College NR 135' shld Mooney Point 6,555
Boat 100 6,655
Staples, Lawrence M. &
Olive W. R 300' shld & cottage 11,480
3 boats 200 11,680
Stark, Archibald &
Eleanor NR 125A Pulsifer Id
& bldg 6,362
(Morgan Id 1,000 7,362
St. Cyr, Andrew G. B.
& Dorothy A. R Ld & bldg,
River St. 3,260
Exvet
St. Cyr, Clauvis E. &
Shirley H. NR Ld on Rt. 175 400
Stevens, Philip E. &







Stevenson, Edward IM. NR 1/3 int. Thurber
Id & bldg 2,945
1/36 int. Cottagers'
cove 100 3,045
Stillings, Franklin W. &
Joyce R Ld & 2 cottages 1,695
Stone, 'Mrs. Gunvor A. NR 828' shld, house &
boathouse 23,800
Boat 200 24,000
Stone, Morton C. &
Gwjmneth B. R 200A Id & bldgs,
Beede Rd 5,500
Strand, Carl G. C. &
(Patricia B. NR Olsen lot 3 & unfin bldg 1,350
Boat 100 1,450
Sun Oil Co. NR 20A Intervale Id 30,000
Swinnerton, Lester iB. NR 4A E. Hold, meeting
house 760
lAThibadeau Id 190 950
Sylvestre, Peter V.
& Gladys R Ld & house.
River St. 3,630
Exeld 1,730




iMalcolm Jr.) NR 900' shld, 50A
F. B. Allen prop 18,525
2 cottages 6,000 24,525
Taylor, Dana, Nina &
Delivan R Ld & bldgs 1,980
Taylor, Harold NR 51A Main shld & house 5,663
Taylor, iLyman R 86A Id & bldgs.
Asquam Hill 6,720
Taylor, Malcolm Jr. &
Helen A. R House only 5,950
Boat 200 6,150
Taylor, Malcolm III R 3A Milliken prop 570
Boat 100 670
Taylor, Ruth E. NR lOOA Id & bldgs.
Coxboro Rd 5,134
Tenney, Cecil &
Charlotte R Ld & cottage, Rt. 3 2,500
Thileen, Ralph H. &
Lois I. NR 65' sthld & cottage 3,880
Thimmer, Peter J. &
Dorothy M. R 1/2 Int. Kennedy Id &
cottage 2,400
Thomas, George W. NR Boat 900
Thompson, Joseph D. NR Middleton Id 250








Thomson, Dr. William iM.
& Thelma L. R
Todd, Donald P. &
Priscilla M.
Tower, Ross H. &
Alice M.








Twombly, Dr. Gray H.





NR 3.5A Dana Id &
cottage
Boat









R Ld & house,
Seven Pines Rd
NR llA Id, Rt. 3
NR 5A Kinser prop






















Blind exemption ($1,000) 18,885
Vaillant, Dean R Trailer 800
Valentine, Elizabeth H. NR 240' shld, 11A;
M. F. Webster Id &
hmstd 41,280
Van Vliet, Esther M. R 114' shld, 3A Id &
cottage, Rt. 113 5,594
Vicinus, Charles H. &
Joan H. NR Lot 12,
White Oak Shores 5,300
Vincent, Arthur NR Trailer 400
Voorhis, Grandon E. iSr. NR Ld & trailer, Rt. 175 2,380
Wadsworth, George P
& Louella P. NR 14A Conrad Id &
cottage, Coxboro Rd 6,370
Boat 100 6,470
Waldron, Eugene iM. &




Waldron, Herbert L. NR Boat 150
Walker, Glennon L. NR Boat 300
Wallner, Woodruff &
Gertrude R lOA Closson Id &
Severance place 6,625







Walsh, Thomas B. &
iMedora G.
Waltermirs, Edith E.






Watts, John C. &
Marion P.
Weaver, Miss Edythe A.
Weibster, Frank G. &
Maryche B.
NR 363' shld 2 cottages
& boathouse 18,300
Boat 700 19,000
R 43A Id & house,
Smith Hill Rd 1,645
NR 148' shld & cottage 5,300
Boat 250 5,550
NR Boat 250
NR 200' shld & cottage 11,460
3 boats 525 11,985
R Ld & house, River St. 2,280
NR 27A Melanson Id 800
Haven Berry prop 3,180 3,980
R Godfrey shld & cottage 4,000




Shld & cottage 3,850
7.1A M. F. Webster
hmstd 35,000
27.3A M. R. Webster
hmstd 16,605
14.2A Camp Minimum 23,570
5.35A Camp Paugus 4,500
24A Bradley Id 150
Ms int. boathouse 1,500
Games Island 2,750
6 boats 600 84,675
Webster, Edwin S.,
Trustees for
Webster, Mrs. Constance R
NR 29.5A Checkerberry,
Sheep, Mink & Groton
Islands 12,980
17A DeMerritt shld 48,510








14A Id & ibldgs,
Rt. 175
Webster, Jane de P.,
estate of
Weisz, Ottfried
Welch, Harry E. &
Amelia S.
NR 74A Geo. Wallace farm
NR Boat
NR Smith Id & house
Trailer park









Description TotalNAME RES. OF Property Assessment Assessment
Welch, Lawrence &
Cripps, Corinne R Welch Id 800
Ld, bldgs & store 6,700 7,500
Exvet
Welch, Mrs. (Mary P. NR 165' shld &
Camp Whittier 6,250
Wentworth, <Gordon C . &
Jeanette A. NR 294' shld &
Belle cottages 15,380
133' shld & cottages 13,710
2 boats 218 29,308
Werner, Eric S. &
Daga E. R 191' shld &
Vinga Cabins 16,600
iHouse 4,000 20,600
West, Eric F. &
Eugenia L. NR 650' shld, cottage &
boathouse 17,800
Boat 50 17,850
West, Richard 'S. &
Ruth S. NR 1,227' shld & boathouse 29,000
65A West Id 1,625
8A Pickle Farm & bldgs 3,850 34,475
West Wind Realty NR 80A Webster Id 8,000
Wescott, Ralph H. &
Anna R 11/2A Demers' prop, Rt
Exvet
3 4,910
Westberg, Mrs. Ingrid NR 28A, shld & cottage 6,000
Westberg, Walter &





M. & Doris G. NR Shld & bldgs 9,000
Wha+ley, Allan Jr. NR Boat 450
Wherland, Robert E . &
Joan L. R 175' shld, Little
Switzerland cabins &
house 21,000
Whiston, Jerry R Ld & bldgs 7,200
Whitoher, Eugene NR Boat 100
White, Albert iNR Trailer 600
White Hat Restaurant NR Former Dunlap prop,
Rt. 3 10,000
White, Hazel M. L. NR 75A Carr prop,
Rt. 175 3,300
Whitehead, Robert V. C.
Jr. NR Richardson Island &
10' mainland shore 6,600
5 boats 200 6,800


















Willoughby, HoUis E. &
Alberta
2^^A Id & unfin house




NR Lot 6 & cottage.
White Oak Shores
R Trailer





































79A Id & hmstd 3,754
House & lot. River St. 3,290
Ld & office bldg,
Holderness Rd 4,135
Market & Snack Bar 4,080 15,259
Exvet
NR 25A former Camp Ilee 16,500
Boats 500 17,000
R Bartlett shld & cottage
2 boats
R 10A Orville Small Id
& bldgs
R 36A Hayes Rd,
Id & bldgs






NR 110' shld & cottage 5,800





NR Lot 4, Mathews lots 440






NR Ld, River -St. 380
NR Pierson Id & barn 810
NR Boat 950
NR 50' shld & cottage 3,650






....>>.- I DescriptionNAME 1 RES, OF PROPERTY ASSESSMENT
Total
Assessment
Young, Robert M. &
Ellen W. NR 11.6A White Oak shore
& cottage 9,560
Young, Robert T. &
Elvira 0. NR Ogden shld & cottage 6,580
Young, William & Susie R 60A Id & bldgs,
'Mt. Prospect Rd. 3,520
Youagman, Burgess H. Exeld 1,620
& Gayle E. . Exvet
Zimmer, Anthony
Zimmer, William J. NR Lot 13, Heritage iHill 1,000
R 1.2A Id & trailer 1,880
R 4A Austin Id 160
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